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Title word cross-reference

#Psychology [VSK18].

+ [RCN+14], 013 [dCPF14], 10 [TBW+12], 20 [LGH+14], 3
[HZQ+17, ZLLD19], 9 [vdBBdK16], 2 [TSMTDLCH11], a [San12c]. C³
[PPM+17], ch [FMPP10], χ [LFBH19], d [DCS12], f [FESD11], g
[ADV13, ACHVH10, BB16, LF12a, SS14]. H
[BLA16, Egg10e, Egg11c, Egg11f, Lun19, MHLGHV14, MHC+15, MZE19,
ZY14, Abb13, ADV13, uARA19, ACHVH10, AA19, Ask18, AA16, AMI18,
BL10, BIL15, BI18a, BK11, BBL17a, BBL17b, BW10, BSMD11, BL18, CG14,
CF18, DGDG11, Egg10d, Egg11b, Egg11c, Egg13a, Egg13b, Egg14b, ER19,
FGMM12, FMM13a, GP13, GBB15, GQAM19, Glä10, Glä12, HAA14,
HBA19, HSW10, HK12, Jac12, Laz10, LF12a, LZGQ13, MR13, MJHG13,
MPH19, MKHB15a, MKHB15b, OBG11, PDAN19, Pra10e, Pra17a, RAA18,
Rya16, Saa10, San12c, SCGZR16, SS10b, Sch15b, SS14, SJOC18, TH19,
6 [VFA10]. 6th [OA10a, OA10b, OA10c].

7 [BPHL16]. 7th [KÖG12].

87 [OL11]. 88 [Pra12a]. 8th [KG13].

97 [dCPF14]. 983 [Ho16].

A&HCI [WF18]. A. [Fie15b]. ability
[Cab13, HH19, Rou12a, SOBM16, Sch12b]. above [GRSFV11]. abridged
[MKHB13a, MKHB13b]. absorptive [MJC12]. abstract
[SI17, ZXT+19, Zon19]. abstracts [KD18, LY16a, Pau10, RM18]. Abt
[Bur12]. academia
[GB14a, HO19, HYC15, Lei16, OK13, Oze12a, Oze12b, BKG16, BA15].

Academic
[CHM15, CXZ19, DY18, DC17, Har16d, LCY14, MCCU16, NZL+19, SM14,
TCR10, Tor13, YC10, ZW17b, ZL15b, VHD+16, AAI10, ADD11d, ADM14,
ADR16a, ADD18b, ACFL11, ADM19, AI17, AÇA+14, ACCG+15, BHB13,
BI18a, BCT19, Bre13, CMUdF15, Car16, COT16a, CHC13, CB18, CR18,
DTM+13, DRMMC19, DMV10, Doc13, DRS14, DJWS11, DGF17, Dya14,
Egg11d, Ekd19, FYC15, FFL16, FSC14, FDVZ16, pGSyW+19, GRSS16,
GRSFV14a, GRSFV18, GVS17, GB16, GB17a, GB17b, Gus19, HAL11, HK19,
HJL18, HC14a, HC15a, HC16a, HB18b, HFW+14, HG13, Hud17, IT11,
JKPL18, JBMRI11, JL18b, JKS15, Keg15, KBT14, Ken18, KG10b, KJW+17,
KM12, KR17b, LCFC14, LM15, LDG17, LLX+18, LZC18, MPY+13, MR15,
MM18, MM19, MARMG19, MMOLMC16, MMOLML18b, MR18b,
MT12a, MKHB16, OVJ17, OKPS17, OMOR13b, OMRI4].

Academically
[OMM11, LM15, dFPyDCL12, PNV18, PNT10, PNT11, PPI17,
RG12, Rha17, RPDCRV15, RD13, SBT18, SHB14, SSI4, SHS15, SZAS16,
Shi11, SC10, SPS16, Snu19, SM17, TSRRG17, Tor14, VB12, WM19,
WHL16, WYB+17, WBX+17, WZ19b, XWL19, XZFD19, YQX10, YS13,
YZ17, Yur15, Yur16a, ZL1+10, ZMW+18, ZL19, ZL15a, ZLG+17,
ZB15, ZYS16, Zhu17, dSNV18, dSD18b, dSD18c, vPD13, HA17a, HA17b,
Har19b, HHHB18, HOB17, HB17b, Saf19, The18a, The18c].
JMM18, KPJT14, Laa14, LL16, LP18a, MA19, OMLC15, PB18, PP16, SBD19, Sui16, SE18, VZAMG19, WLMF15a, WLF15, WLMF15b, WZCC19, YXW18, ZW18a, ZW14, Zhu17, MSB18, Wra16b, ZW19.

accessibility [RWG15].

accident [OMJLVSN19].

acclimation [MSP15].

accommodate [DdS19b, HAA14].

accomplishments [Hei13].

according [AYS16, BS15a, HV18b, OMLC14, PYW18, SOBM16, SYDW19, Waa13].

account [GTMRE16, GTMRE19, Hir10, LIdMAM11, NF13, ZL18a].

accounting [ADR13, BKL15, SP12b, Tol11].

accreditation [STCRPA18].

Accumulation [Pet18a].

Accuracy [Cab11, DRS18, KT15, ABMB17, Don17, Lop10, MVS13, SYDW19].

accurate [Mue16, KB10, MCR12].

accurately [MB10a].

achievement [NASR11].

Achilles [HLSC18].

acknowledgement [MK18, PHDC16, RJ14, WS11].

acknowledgements [Mor16, Rig13].

acknowledgments [ABMB17, McC18].

acquisition [GSM16, PYK13].

across [ADM14, ADD14b, BKG16, BM12b, Cha16, CZPR17, DMM13, GDGGSV15, GRSFV14a, GZ14a, GNS15, HL13, Hur17, KR17b, LNMQRR15, MS18a, OSI7, PPI17, SC10, Sug11, TCB16].

Act [TR14].

Active [HWQ18, WJCC19].

activism [ML16a].

activities [AAH10, ADD17b, GGG14, GRSFV14a, GL15, HAL11, HMC19, HR15, KM12, LZZ12, LMI13b, MT15, Ort17, PS13, TR14, WS10, ZS17].

activity [BGM17, CP12b, GZ11, HHK12, HHZ14, HIC17, Kaz15, L-mdBG16, MB10b, NIM18, PRDG17, TBB16, WS13a, YSY10, ZZ14].

actor [RTP17].

actual [LL16, WZCC19].

acupuncture [FZZ12b].

adaptable [SSG18].

adaptative [VHH16].

added [MMS11, TG13].

adding [Wai16, HO19].

additional [CC14].

additive [LNRSRBB18, TTC17].

dress [AKB10, Kra13, MAGAM13, SRW18].

addresses [MSA13].

adequate [SLISC17].

adjectives [Lei16, OK13].

Adjusted [Doc12, OCM12].

Administration [CDD15, CAS16, QA18].

administrative [CYW11].

administrators [ALH15, L2618].

adopting [AD16].

adoption [HPBI14].

advanced [Cho12, RTP17, SHR10].

advancement [ARD14a, HEH17, Lar12].

advantage [DGGBDG17, GKW18, GXC19, Mik17, SGY15, SE18, WLMF15a, WLMF15b, W211].

advantages [DLL16b, MSDJ19, The18d, Wan16].

adverbs [Lei16, OK13].

adversely [ZH16].

advertised [SA16].

advertising [FZQ17].

advice [FB10, LMK19].

advisee [DRMMC19, LTK18].

advisor [DRMMC19, HBI18b, LTK18].

advisor-advisee [LTK18].

Aedes [VACAJA18].

aegypti [VACAJA18].

affairs [dJC15].

affect [Asu19, CMUD15, CRMdMA15, GYZ15, HCl16a, JJS12, LC17, Sch10b, WG11, Yur16a].

affecting [ACFL11, ACM13, CC13, IMHG12, qJnShPL17, TAA16].

affects [ZH16].

affiliated [CAV19, YP19].

Affiliation [FD14, IFT18, VO17].

affiliations [BBP14, CL13, HL17, SGM16, TA14a, ZSCR18].

affinity [CRBRG18].

Africa [Pou10, AGHL14, Asu19, Ban18, CdJD15, Fed13, ILP11, ILP13, LMM15, MOA16a, Még13a, Még13c, OM11, PMJF19].
ammunition [ACMP13]. among [BHKP11, BPJ14, BPHL16, CGKB18, CG17, Cho12, DCS12, DCY17, FK16, FFL16, GGG14, Hal13, HF19, HM15c, HLL14, IBL13, JX13, Kim10, KFKS15, Ley11b, LZ14, LWB18b, MC13, MHM13, MK19, OO12, Ort18, PML+17, PSY19, QDY14, SFBS17, SS10c, SM16b, SVCFl14, SN10, WTM+16, YZB18, Yur18a, dCdAMB19]. amongst [Hud17]. amount [LAL15]. Amsterdam [Ano11]. anaerobic [ZLT+14]. anaesthesiology [CAV+19]. anaesthetists [OO12]. analgesia [KB11b]. analgesic [Kis11a]. analogy [FM11c, Sma10]. analyses [´ABV+14, BB15, CWL10, CHL15, CLHH10, IS16, Kra10, Kra16, KPY16, Lec10b, Pra14a, Sch16, TCC17, Wall16]. Analysing [BSPL19, Fan18, MAGSTRC15, OI17,RY14]. Analysis [´ACCG+15, BPVM11, CHY16, CZX19, EKR19, FMPP10, Ioa06, IJF16, ICC16, JG12, KM18a, KKLP17, KBZS15, MVS10, MYN+15, PV15, Pen19, RC13a, RBC+10, SIS17, YLL15a, YL12, YST12, AHU11, ADV10, ADD11c, ADS17a, ADS17b, ADD19b, Agu12, APPS15, AG13, AR18, AW10, ABGS14, AYS16, AW11, ABL17, ACD14, Ase10, ANA18, BB10, BL10, Bail18, BY13, BHPVdPMR18, BLdCV17, BHKP11, BPJ+14, BVB13, BHS14, BK11, Bar17b, Bas11, BMM17, BFGVV+18, BFS17, BL11a, Bel13, Ben11, BGB16, Bha16, BP11, BPP14, BS17, BMTA15, BWD10, BHJD12, Bor15a, Bor16, BYY17, BHH18, BL13, BZBPL16, ByLbH16, BWh+18, Bue15, BS19, ÇAAÇ15, CD16a, CD17, CHWL12, CZW13, CD14, CVD14, CD16b, CB15, CLL+17, CHC17, CZPR17, CL11, Che11, CBF13, CWJC14, CJY+15, CLSW19, CLW+19]. analysis [CY13, CGG19, CRZGVQMA15, CS11b, CL17a, CYK+11, CBKL13, Chu14, Cle16, CFM15, CG15b, CPF18, CdMCdMdp17, CvLvR11, CV14, COS11b, CNC18, CAS16, DSG+15, DRMCC19, Dan14, Das16, DMM13, DVB14, DVB15, DGPL15, DC17, DB19, DXL+12, DGBGD17, DB16, ES16a, EMS16, EDEH16, EBK16, Eld19, EW15, Ell18, EC16, ÊMS+13, ENST16, EN17, ET15, ES18, Etz13a, FJ11, FZQ17, Fan18, FMU16, FZZ17, FFR+17, FS12, FMP17a, FFR16, FRPP17, FP18, FdSoD17, FB16, FRF+19, FM11a, FM12, Fra17, FSLR10, FZZ+11b, FLH14, FH16, Fuk14, Fuk17, FK17, FK18, FS011, FSOS12, GW15a, pGDTP12, GGG14, GG14, GCLcG15, pGSyw+19, GREL14, Gar15, Geo17, GE11, GM12, GW10a, GlL2, GHT17, GNQqDMAG11, GTGABAG15, GTAG18, GdOdAG+13, GWA14, GK19, GFK+18, GBGB13, GB12, GHA+15]. analysis [HG10, HAL11, HT11, Hal13, Ham11, HM18, HH17a, HSAK18, HB18a, HB18b, HLSC18, HMCd+19, HL13, Ho14, HH15c, HH17c, HLC17, Hol10, Hos11, Hou17, HYC18, HTL15, HC15c, HC17, HHGZ11, HHDL13, HZ17, HWQ+18, HWS18, HYYL12, HLY14, HCl6b, HFC11, HDZ+15, HCY15, HHA+16, HH17e, HH18, HYS18, Hud16, HOB17, HLLT14, IWK18, IA19, IQT+19, IH14, IFH15, JYW11, JCI2, JPZ14, JBC19, JDG14, JMN19, KGB11, KG10a, Ke13, KZ13, KW15, KLPP16, Kim10, Kim14, KGL+14,
KPL19, KHK13, KB18, KGB+18, KS17, KG16, KM16, KM18c, LP18a, LGR17, Lam12, LBC019, LGL10, LKP11, LVGV+11, LGPC18, LLL12, LKS+14, LSK15, Lee15, LJS16, LK17, LPMK17, LL19, LZZ+12, LZZ+13, Ley13a, Ley13b, LKY17, LWSV13, LGZ+13, LJKG15, LSS15, LSS16, LQV17, LWL17, LWR+17, LP18b, LRS+18, LRY18, LC18, LCF14, LW15].

analysis [Lin12, LCY14, Lin18, LD16, LW10, LSY11, LH12, FL14, LXL1, LWM+15, LTGH15, LYL15, LXL16, LLW+16, LCLX16, LM16, LSC17, LTK+18, LSH19, LDsdFFNM17, LDVS16, LDVS19, LJM15, LA19, LCIADG19, LAW14, LDZ17, LW+11, LP17, MSYW12, MH16a, ML18, MC13, Mad15, MnaeR+15, Mag14a, MM14a, MB19, MWH14, MBL14, MJ14, MDDG17, MGMY+18, MCvFP16, Mcl14, MF14, MdfdA+14, MTT15, MS18, MK19, Moe17, MPH16, MdlN+19, MT12a, MDFGAM14, MEG15, MFF+16, MHS12b, Mue18, MR17, MGS15, MKF14, NMT+18, NRAW17, NSH+11, NSK15, NFH12, NP11, NH11, NBR+11, NPP+12, NHY+14, NT17, OGO17, OZK11, OMOR15a, OM14, OA0e, Ot17, OMJ15, OE15, PFL19, PF17, Pan14, PY14, PJ18, PHB+15, PSB+17, PLW+15, PR10, PCR15, PRSB16, PTL+16, PhD18, PQ14, PP19, PMN16].

analyzing [PHS12, QR+17, QL12, RG15, RCM13, RM18, RAS15, RR17, RGG16, RJ14, RCI18, RFG13A, RBB18, RRR19, SR15, Saf19, SC18, SF17, SH15a, SZMS19, SH15, SLW15, SM15, SJ16, SL12a, Snu19, SM15, SY16b, SHL15, SZ16, Sood15a, Soo17, Soo18, SÁ18, S15, SDE16, SCL15, SZ12, tSc13, SG16, SX16, SZA14, TG16, TF14, TUC15, TCH+15, TA18, TA11, TK16, The15, The19a, TB118, THF18, TW16, TP11, TSM17, Tsa11, yT11, yT15, yTn17, TT13, TCT+13, TE18, UHH12, VH17, VMM15, VSV15, VRF12, Vuh10, VY17, VO17, VT10, VSK18, WM17, WvEL+11b, WY10, WS11, WLL12, WLLH13, WZL13, WL14, WLR+14, WLD+15, WCB+15, WZW15, WT16, WXZ+16, WH16, WDS16, WMH+17, WC18].

analysing [WRC+19, WHH+19, WL18, WP17, WOW10, WOW13, WY12, WK15, WWK16, WW11, WHH+18, XZZ15, Xie15, XG19, XM13, YD10, YD112, nY15, YLL15, YLC18, YMS10, YPH10, YWC12, YCL+13a, YCL+13b, YWZ+17, YQ13, YK112, YPK13, Yosh13, YLH+17, YLF14, YZZ14, ZLG+15, ZXL10, ZJL10, ZJL12a, ZLT+14, ZL14, jZhLY15, ZLL+15, ZXM+16, ZG17c, ZWW+18, ZWX+19, ZS11, ZC14, ZZ16, ZyZ+11, ZZZ+12, ZyZ+14, ZZZ+14, ZWW+15, ZWW+16, ZG17, ZL10, ZLX14, ZZP+14b, ZP15, ZZ15, ZHY19, ZG13c, ZY15, ZHL17, ZLN+13, ZSY+13, ZCM18, dART+17, dJ15, dPS18, dPDC1MC+16, ddMS15, K15, vLv116, vLB15, vWBS+16, vdBSS18, JC14, Mix18, Fsu10].

analysts [Lyk18].

analytic [CZ10, Pet18a].

analytical [Ano16c, MP19].

analytics [BLdCV17, RTP17].

analyze [CB16].

Analyzing [CC10a, GZ17, HH15a, K17, KKK+14, MP15, PJ17, Sah16,
Cha18c, Cha19b, CXWW18, FM17, FE14, FE16a, FE16b, GHT16, GBHT16, GW10b, Har16b, HC16a, HL15, HV18b, HJM+13, HL17, Hud16, JMM19, LPC17, LXL15, Liu16, LXL16, MHM+13, MS14, PEPUT15, QA18, QL12, SOBM16, SLGO17, San12a, San12d, San12c, TBW+12, VO17, WW15, WQY12, WBX18. **Authorship**

[For14, RKZK18, Abb11, AF18, AP14, BHB13, BM12b, CMUdF15, CVC+15, Cha19c, CRFM+12, CHL10, CB11, CFIK16, Fie15b, Fie15a, Fie15c, FVDZ16, Gal11, GLS16, GA18, GTGABAG15, Hag10b, Hen16, Hen18, HLW19, ICC16, JCK11, JX13, KY16, Kim10, KGG15, KPSL12, LH12, LF14a, LF14b, LX15, Med18, MCL+11, MdNS+19, NPT+15, OVJM17, OROMAA16, OKK14, PFL19, PYL16, PROGMA10, PG14b, PB16, Pra11b, Pri15, Pri16b, RGGBV16, RP17b, RPK18, SP14, SL14, SSN19, SJ19, Tol11, UHAR12, VuHL10, VO17, Wal16, YB14, YSD11, dSF13].

**authorships**

[BL15, CHM15, FK16, KB18, LBW17, ST14c, DPF+16].

**Automatic**

[ABM19, KBT14, MXZ18, vEWNB10, ES16b, GMJ+17, MSA13].

**automatically**

[LBW17, ST14c, DPF+16].

**Automation**

[ABM19, KBT14, MXZ18, vEWNB10, ES16b, GMJ+17, MSA13].

**axiomatics**

[Que10].

**Azerbaijan**

[GHA+15].

**B**

[PAL13].

**Background**

[CT15b, Ye14].

**Bad**

[AS16a].

**Badly**

[BP18].

**Baidu**

[CD18].

**Bakare**

[Ano18b].

**Balance**

[Le18, MMH+13, Pra19a].

**Balanced**

[WLZ+19].

**Ball**

[Cha19a].

**Baltic**

[ZKD11].

**Bangladesh**

[HMK+12, MR10].

**Bankruptcy**

[dPdCAAdMC+16].

**Bans**

[CRBRG+18].

**Bar**

[RCJ18, Ano17a, Ano19, The17c].

**Bari**

[Ano17a, Ano19, The17c].

**Barsotti**

[Pra17a].

**Base**

[FRPP17, GLÜGML16, Ham11, HMK+12, MKF14, RY14, SDJDD19, WOW10, ZG17c, ZLH+15].

**Based**

[CT15b, Ye14].

**Backward**

[CKPY19, CHH10, YST12].

**Badly**

[BP18].

**Bad**

[HS16a].
HYS18, IA19, JSZ13, JH16, JDIV14, JS15, Jun12, KMD+18, KM15a, KWM+18, KT15, KPJ16, Kha13a, Kha13b, KHR+19, KP12b, KD14, KL17, Kis11b, KB13, KB18, KJES16, KW17, KPRT16, KTRP17]. based [KK17, KR17a, LGR17, LVSL18, LSC10, LS17a, LPMK17, LL19, LZZ+12, LZZ+13, LCR13, LKR14, LZ14, LLYWSV13, LYGQ12, LGZ+13, LZFW15, LSS15, LSS16, LPL16, Li18, LP18b, LRY18, LSY11, LCD+14, LGH+14, LWM+15, LM16, LDZWC+17, LL13b, LDZ17, MLYO18, MVS10, MR13, MGLZ10, MB13, MHTB17, MCR+12, MM15a, MD18, Moo15, MKHB13b, NH11, NA12, PFDL17, PYK12, PJY17, PHL17, PMJF19, PRDG17, PZ17, PPM+17, RAA18, RRL16, RT17, RFGBMA13, RPK16, RP17a, RPK17, SOBM16, SBSR19, SS10b, Sch10a, SZAS16, SK17, SLK14, Shn17, SV19, SpdSM16, Smi12, SM15, SH18, SDP+19, TW10, TLSH14, TA18, TSMTDLCH11, Van14, VO17, VT10, WRM17, WYAY12, WLL12, WZLZ13, WCL14, WLY14, WDS16, WK17, WLC17, WG11, Won13, WLH+17, WZ19b, WKHS19, XGY+16, Yan14, mYqS15, YLL15a, YQX10, YWC12, YS13, YZW+17, YHL19, YLL10]. based [YCK11, YLH+17, YT10, YYL10, YHL+18, ZPG+14, ZY14, ZZL+10, ZJLG10, ZCL14, ZZPG14, ZCL15, ZGY16, ZLW16, ZFY+17, ZG17d, ZG17e, ZQH+17, Zha17, ZWW+18, ZSC18, ZZ19a, ZLLL19, ZyZ+11, ZGL+17, ZM16, ZZZC16, ZGJ18, ZHY19, ZG13c, ZWZH13, dLTwC+15, ZLF18, dSS17a, dPSS18, vEW17, vLvvWW16, vRvLV11, DLL+16a, AF15b, KCP11, YK11, YPK13]. baseline [GT18]. basemap [SK12]. bases [Sch12a]. Basic [HSXL14, ÁBDFB19, BFMRM19, BBL17a, DDS+19a, DWGL16, hW15, NJ10, RRLNAG15, WZ17, vl12, ZKC+16]. basic-clinical [RRLNAG15]. basins [Vil10]. basis [BMP+14, GRSFV12a, GRSFV+12b, Kar12, MG12, RNB19, Sch15a, Wu18]. Basu [Pra16b]. batches [CT15a]. battery [HLLT14]. Bayesian [IL11, RBCT+10]. Bayly [LM10, LM13a, TR14]. BCE [Cav15a]. be [ADD10, ACD13, BM14a, BG18, DdiPPL+19, GGH+10, HL15, Ley15a, Ley15b, LCFC14, Lin10, MS16a, MBA13, MDG10, Ort16, PS16b, SLISC17, SSZL18, Sot12, The18a, dSBC17]. beamplots [HBA19]. beauties [CL16, DRCG17, DW18, Fan18, HH17b, HH17d, HY19, LY12, Li14, LY16b, ON12, ZXZ17, ZLF18, vR17, TVA17, vVRW18]. beauty [Fan19, WRM17, EG18, GR16, SSZL18]. because [Cop19a]. become [Cav15a, HAL11, Kra16]. beer [Lor10]. before [IJF16, MSYW12, WHH+19]. beginning [Bar11, MCL+11]. behave [BDF+17, YWL16]. behaving [WP18]. behavior [ADD19a, ADD19b, BKRG13, CSS+16, DY18, GTGABAG15, HFC11, KY17, Kra10, LAS14, LZR14, RMA12, San12a, San12d, Sch10b, Won19, WHH+18]. behavioral [BCT19, CdcMdcMcdP17]. behaviors [KC12]. behaviour [LP18a, MS14, VNA16, WG10]. behaviours [GBMB10, GGS14]. Behind [Zit11, Emm19, GFK+18, JKMS17, Oli15a, ÖS17, Pan14, RY14, RMA12, ZLL19]. Beijing [KZSZ19]. being [GRSFV19, Har19a, Tor13, WLM15]. Belgium [CAV+19]. beliefs [OBG11]. believe [BBV10]. belong [Koz15].
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Economical [MC15]. Economics [BMTA15, GRSS16, HM15a, HM15b, Hen18, LT10a, McCl14, ZWW+18, ARCR17, BS15c, BW19, CGZ10, CKT17, CÖT16b, Etzl13b, FMU16, GRSFV12a, GW17, GZJ+15, HM15c, Kor19, Kos18b, KG16, KO18, KRR14, KKE13, MTU17, Mix18, NvLvR10, ÖS17, Osr10, PRRC15, PPI17, SND19, SL14, Var11, ZL18b, ZZY19, ZYT+16, BOS14, CMT18]. economies [AATBPAB15a, CP14, KTT11, PN15, Sch14c, Sko14, WG12, WF17, ZP15]. Economists [WP18, BD10a, CMUdF15, Fra14, GVS17, HM15c, Kor18, Pra10a]. economy [CZ18, Etzl13b, GG19, KG16, LZ14, NP11, NT17, dART+17]. ecosystem [LK17, LH14, ZG17a]. Ecosystems [Ioa06]. ecstasy [GGG16b]. Edge [Pac19, Fie15a, KGY+17, MBSB17]. Edinburgh [KCP12]. Edited [OE15, TSRGCCJC14]. Edition [BD10b]. Editor [BI18a, BD10b, Egg10c, GRSFV15, GRSFV16b, Pra16b, Pra17a, Pra18c, SGSS17, Sch10b, THB18, BBSS16c, Bor15b, Glä14, Lor10, Pra11c, Ric17]. Editor-in-Chief [Glä14]. Editorial [Ano16a, Ano18b, BEMS17, Bra10, BSG10, Bra12b, Gar14, GSB18, KP12a, MM12b, PHV17, RSGFV18, SRW+15, TO18, XWL19, CIL+16, Fox17, GGP10, HE16, Kim10, LHW16, MRLW15, MMH+13, Mou15b, MFF+16, Ora17, PR15, YP19, ZL18b, vLCCMV13]. editorials [WvBvE11, Waa13]. editormetrics [MPF18]. editors [BPVM11, YP19]. editorship [BB10]. Edler [dCPF14]. eds [Pen19]. educated [Yur18b]. Education [BSFW10, CD17, PQG14, PSY+19, Sa19, ACD11, ADD14b, ADR16b, CGK+14, CC12a, CDD+S12, DVB14, DVB15, FWFM18, GGG+12, HIC12, KY17, Kwi18, LSK15, LAS14, LVHS+15, MSdB16, Med15, NSMDB19, PSZ15, Pin15, PFFCM+19, QIZ+14, SB19, VZAMG19, VPM16, VAJCC17, Vin12b, WDP11]. Educational [AZSA14, AZSA16, BKY+15, Moo15, CT15b, KKCG18, LdSdFFNM17, RPSA17, SV19, TCT+13]. EEE [Pra11a]. EERQI [Moo15]. Effect [CCM+11, EES13, MSdBC16, ADD16, ADD18a, AvLS14, BHD118, BND11, BM12a, Bor12, Boy17a, CC14, Cam14, CJH12, CR14, CGSS13, CdmCdMmdP17, DEC15, Egg14a, FMM13a, GRSFV18, GLD16, GK18, GMSZ18, Hir10, HNG19, Ibr18, IT11, LS17a, LM10, LM13a, LABL13, MR15, MB16b, NSKO15, QZL+17, RG15, RC18, RP17b, RMH14, SGSS17, SW19a, SWH14a, SWH14b, SI17, SL16, TBT19, Van14, Var12, WZ19a, XZF19, YGW+15, ZCL14, ZCL15, ZW17a, dSD18a, vRvLV11]. Effective [PHL17, Ben11, YLL10, ZS18]. Effectiveness [Cle16, IT11, MPY+13, RMC13, TCT+13, YSM+19, ZWZ+19]. Effects [Bra12a, GRBBS17, GP18a, IF13, JIR10, PB+12, Pnu10, ADD11b, ADD18b, AML17, BHA15, BS15c, Bou14b, BS13b, CGK+14, CC10a, CJW10, CSC12, CHC13, CU16, CvLB10, CvLvR11, CR18, DC15a, ET15, HAJ12, HBT16, JCK11, KPS12, LKW+16, MBSB17, MGB16, MSH16, OCCSM11, PS13, QDK19, Sa19, SFM16, SST+16, WHL+15, WW11, YC10, You14, ZCZ+16]. Efficiency [GMM16, RBC+10, WDP11, Bas14, Cle16, CNC18, GZ14b, HT11, LCIADG19, Pra10d, QDK19, Rha17, SR16, UHAR12, ZK19, ZG17f].
PLG19, RAA18, RPNC13, SH19, SBT18, SFNO12, Sin18, TAB13, TABA16, ULRU⁺14, VCC12, Zha14, ZW17a, dJC15, dSDSSB16, engineers [Soo11a].

Engineers [Gus19]. England [DD18, WL18]. English [BL11b, GAVZAB12, LRZ13, LHTL18, LNMQRR15, MASM14, MASM16, SW19b].

English-medium [MASM14, MASM16], enhanced [Ano18a, CFM18, SH19, WS11]. enhancement [GGP14]. enhances [Sot10]. Enhancing [SBD⁺19, DCGZ⁺12, Pra10b]. enlarged [KKBW17]. enquiry [MGMW14].


Envelopment [RBC⁺10, HT11, HL13, PRSB16]. environment [AGLNRR14, HJL18, RCCM14, WRM17, ZZW19a]. Environmental [MWH14, Wil15, JKL14, Lop10, MH16a, PLA10, PAL13, PPI17, RHMH17, RF19, SL14].


equals [SVCFI14]. equations [GP13]. equitably [Hag10b]. equivalence [TW10]. equivalent [AD13, YK15]. era [Cho12, VB12]. ergonomics [LMR16]. erosion [ZDZ⁺15]. Erratum [AF15b, ADS17a, BI12a, BBSS16b, BM13a, Doc11a, FE16a, GZGAC17, Har16a, HM15a, HRB⁺14, JG14, Kha13a, KPS12, LV12, LSS16, LX1L16, LNK⁺14a, MASM16, MM17a, dCCMAW16a, SWH14b, Wad17, WLMF15a, ZZW16]. error [ET15, Wu18].


ethnicized [DFS14]. ethno [Han15]. ethnobiology [CSS⁺16]. ethnobotany [RMA12]. ethnographic [KHR⁺19]. ETRI [SWH14b, SWH14a]. ETSI [XWL19]. Etzkowitz [LM13a]. EU [BM11, GRSFV12a, IHK⁺12, HLSW18, Mor19, SCGZSL⁺13, WWP17].

EU27 [TFJD14]. Eugene [BHL18, Ano17b, BI18b, Bha18, BHH18, Che18b, GSB18, GA18, Jac18, LB18a, Pra18b, RH18]. Europe [ACFL11, ACF⁺17, BKZ⁺16, BS11, Bre10, CGZ10, CKT17, EBR16, FFL16,
GBM^{+16}, KKBW17, LGR17, LAS14, MK19, Paj15, PCR18, UM14].

**European**

[ACORC10, ACT18, BS17, CMM17, DSM11, EBR16, FM12, GTMRE^{+16},
GTMRE^{+19}, GGH^{+10}, GGG^{+11}, GVS17, HV18a, HRC13, JMM18, JMM19,
Kaz14, KH13, KBL15, KEP^{+18}, LV11, LVHS^{+15}, MM16, MBA13, Moo15,
OA10c, OPGW^{+13}, PSZ15, PQG14, Pir19, SK16, TA11, TA14b, WDP11].

eutrophic [GCLeG15].
eutrophication [CH12, HW12, YJ11].
evaluate [AC13, BT17, BT18a, BT18b, BM14b, CMdT14, FMS17, FMPP10,
HH16b, MOO17, NJ10, Pra10d, RNF19, Ric15, VB12, YLL^{+15c}, YAC10,
ZMW^{+18}].
evaluative [ADV10, LCFC14].
evaluating [AAH10, ARK^{+15}, AD11a, DBO^{+18}, FMM13b, HDW^{+15}, KDFL14, Kim18,
KTRP17, MCL13, Pra12c, SK16, SZAS16, ST14b, Zha17, Abb11, BW10,
FCFG17, FM11d, FGMM12, JBMRI11, KCP11, PRRC16, Pra11c, Pra13,
QDK19, WST14, XWL19, YSM^{+19}, Glä13, Kim19a].
evaluation [uARA19, AA19, BKZ^{+16}, BB15, LdZwC^{+17}, RAA18, RG12, ZW19,
ÂBV^{+14}, AKB^{+10}, Ano10d, ASW18, BD16a, BMM14, BBDS^{+14}, BBSS16a,
BBSS16b, BBSS16c, Ben12, BGJ^{+16}, Bha11, BM19, BDE11, Bou14a,
CCL14, CFDcC^{+14}, DQ11, DGWZ13, DB19, ESS16b, FCCMTRVR18, FLM16,
pGSyw^{+19}, GQAM19, GTMRE^{+19}, GNHT18, HGH17a, HHI5b, HAJ12,
ISR11, KT15, Kaz14, Kim19b, KKL14, KPS12, KR17a, KKE13, LMKG19,
LR12b, Ley13a, LYGQ12, LAW14, MWDC12, MLOY18, MB16a, MBSB17,
MM17b, NZL^{+19}, OCCSM11, Paj15, PYK13, PYL16, PP18, Pra10c,
Pra14c, Pra16b, Pra17c, PKSG12, RGW^{+15}, Sch17b, SLISC17, xShLY^{+15},
Suo14, The12, VFA10, WV13, WMT^{+12}, Wan13, Yan14, ZW17b, ZW17c,
dZLwC^{+15}, MM17a].
evaluations [Eto13, BD10b, BG18].
evaluative [Pen19, BH17a].
evaluators [CFP14, RGLE16].
evaluees [RGLE16].
even [JL19, JL18a].
event [GGG^{+12}, Ort18, Ano15].
event [BFM^{+14}, JK10a].
ever [ADD10, GS17].
ever-increasing [GSV17].
evidence [MT15, WOW10, ADS17a, ADS17b, ADD19b, AAB^{+13}, AZSA14, AZSA16,
BHA15, BCT19, BGAMM15, BM11, Brx15, CSC13, CRMdMA15, CK14, CB11,
DRMC19, DRS14, FDFM18, FDVZ16, Fuk19, GRBBS17, GP18a, HV18a,
HWLL14, IS16, JC12, junShPL17, KGG15, KEP^{+18}, LY16a, LCZ17, LJ10,
LG15, LSR13, MM18, MM19, NPS^{+10}, Rha17, S124a, SK12, SC13,
TK16, VG17, Wad16, Wad17, Wad18, Wad16, WHL^{+15}, Wra16a, Wra16b,
YG18, YGW^{+15}, ZG17a, ZW17a, ZLH^{+16}, Zin16, ZXT^{+19}, ÆBDFB19,
Bai18, MR15, MZ14, MS13, PIB18, PL17, SZZC18, TKA17, WRV14].
evidenced [Hur17].
evidences [AMK13, ZG13, dJC15, GYZ15, ZG17a].
evidential [LdZwC^{+17}, dZLwC^{+15}].
Evolution

[BSKB17, CHL15, FM17, HEH18, Hu11, IPIU13, KTL16, TA17, YLJ^{+17},
BSG17, BKG16, CV15, CVc^{+15}, CZV10, CAGL15, CW17, CU16, CB16,
Coc18, CZ18, DVMS17, FMP17b, Fox17, FM11c, Geo17, GHA^{+16}, GJJ^{+15},
HD17, Hou17, wH15, HZQ^{+17}, KM15a, KILCS14, Ley13b, Li15, LL15,
LQW17, LHM^{+11}, Lja16, LG15, LX15, LYL15, LRA14, LLW13, Ma12,
MHKB16, MAGSTRC15, Oli15b, OML14, QZZD18, RBBG18, SdJDD19,
SFBS17, SB15, SIR⁺14, SJ19, SHK14, SZ18, SYLC17, TM12, TTC17, UCH19, WCL14, WSH16, WLH⁺17, XBD⁺18, Yoo15, ZGY16, ZLL⁺17, ZY19, ZzZ⁺11, ZGL⁺17, vdPR18. Evolutionary
[AHUR11, ÅRM13, BFM⁺14, HKWC15, Li17, RSGFV14, ZLYF14, ZYSS14, BSPL19, BS19, CPRSFVG19, Cha17a, CH13b, Coc18, HY19, LzC17, LABL13, Ljj⁺16, NRAW17, ZCZ⁺16, ZZ⁺16, ZZP⁺14b]. Evol
[AP16, BMM17, CBF13, Pri16a, CF14, Fan15b, SH15a, TCR10, Yk11, ZYS16, ZB12]. ex [CA19]. ex-post [CA19]. exact [BBL17a, YGD17].
Examination
[Lun19, Bre10, FK16, Nii17, Ohii15b, PW17, TA14b, YWS18, Zy15]. examine [CS11a, CL11, CLW⁺19]. Examiner [ACT18, BN14, Wad18, YK14, YK15]. examiners [Bre13, PJY17]. Examine [BHB13, Cha18c, HW10, KK19, SvIvA19, WZCC19, WZ19a, CRMPRS18, DFS14, Lia11]. example [BB15, GRVSFV14a, Kol12, PB12]. examples [Hei13, Mus12, Whi15].
Excellence [MSH16, MKHB15a, BPGGdMA12, BR11, BCHR17, BWdMA17, DTM⁺13, DH13b, DMv10, EGUB12, HIC12, MKHB13a, MKHB13b, MKHB15b, TW18, YGD17, Bor16]. exchange [CYK⁺11, GD16]. exchanges [BPHL16]. execution [CIL⁺16]. exegesis [Pra12d]. exemplars [MLT⁺15].

---

**Evolution**
Expression [Gla18, ISR11], extended [KS18, PKL+16]. Extending [LAW14, Sko14, HWQ+18].


Factors [ACFL11, ACMP13, CGC18, GNHT18, MOA16a, PR15, SFR+19, TAA16, Bal12, BK10, Cam10, CCI1a, Cam11, Cam14, CHC17, CHC13, CRMdMA15, DdS19b, DX17, ES16a, FSSPG+15, Gan12, GRG12, Hen18, IMHG12, IMH13, qJnShPL17, Kos14, Leec19, LWL17, LABL13, MBSB17, MD12, Pac19, PML+17, PG12, Sm12, VHg+15, WYAY12, XGL+19, ZNB+17, Zhu17, Zyc10, vWWtH14, BW10, Bor17, Cam12, Ste17, V12, Egg14a]. facts [GM13]. faculties [BDE11]. Faculty [OCJB15, SRF16, ADR14b, ALH15, CSO17, CR18, FLB11, Kaz15, Lun19, MCL13, OBG11, SIS17, SDS19, The18c, WM19, ZYS16].

[HK12, Ano16b, BT15, CWJC14, DG16, FAI+18, FdSdO17, GP13, Ley15a, Par14a, PMN16, RBBG18, SA17, WWC19, YLY+14, ZWW+15, ZWW+16, ZTC15, dCdSNB15]. **fuzzy** [WYAY12, ZAJ19].


Global [AATBPAB15a, AAG14, BJIB16, CSR+18, FZZ+12a, JBC19, LCR13, LH14, LFLG14, LLW+16, NHY+14, OMCP17, PLW+15, SFNO12, TPHBdMA18, VSFR15, YCL+13a, jZhi15, ZYT+16, ZZL+13, AM18, Ano18c, BSK15, BS11, Boy17a, ÇAAC15, CZW13, CH15, CKB+14, EGUB12, GVSEPRC15, GS12, HSL+14, He13, Ho16, HKWC15, HSLP14, HH18, JCCC13, KSSB13, HA17b, LLGW13, LZC17, LSR13, Lor10, LL12, LW+11, MLY+14, MOM17, MT13b, OGRMOP19, OMJLVSN19, Ry14, RG18, SAf13, SB15, SM16b, SY16b, SZD16, Sot10, WW12, WLY14, WHW+19, Zel12, ZLG+15, ZXM+16, Bai18].


Gold [GOPG13, DGGBDG17]. Golden [Ber18]. Golden-ratio [Ber18].

good [JVM17, MDG10, NG16, Tu19]. Google [MM17a, AT17, Agu12, AD18, Cho12, KPSL12].


grams [ATJ16, BASL16]. Grand [Ano16b, DG16, Hau16]. Granger [LLCL11]. grant [CFP14, GNHT18, HRR+13, HRT+14, HBT16, KCU19, Sh1i1, YPH10, Zha10, vdBSS18]. grant-funded [Zha10]. granted [RdGCM17]. granting [ZYF+17].

Grants [HN16, CLSW19, EC16, PPK+16, aSTS17, WLF15, YHL+18].

Grants-in-aid [HN16]. granularity [GT18, ZZZC16]. granulomatosis [ARE+18]. grape [ATCCAA19]. Graph [JSZ13, BH18b, KM15a, SKK14, ZLZ19, Zyc10]. Graph-based [JSZ13].

graphene [AYS+13, EGUB12, Kli16, KPY16, LW+11, YKLK14]. graphical [WHi16, LL+16, Mag14b]. graphs [Fie15c, HC14a, ICC16].


Greetings [Gl14, Har13b, Har14a]. grey [WST14, ZW18a]. Grim [Jac12]. GRIIs [Sha12]. ground [MCvFP16]. grounded [MdBdP+19]. group [CGC18, KBT15, KB11a, Kon12, LF14b, MKHB13a, MKHB13b, NPT+15].

[SHB14, SS10c, Zha18, ZL15b, ZB15, vRvLV11, get [uHBLKH19, PS13, RPP18], gets [EC16], getting [HA17b], gh [Gal11], gh-index [Gal11], Ghana [Még13c, ONB17], ghost [OMMMTLTC17, HQY+18], giant [MR10, MMOMALC16, ZG11], giants [GN17, QZL+17], given [GRSFV11, MCB15, TBW+12], Glänzel [Pen19], Global [AATBPAB15a, AAG14, BJIB16, CSR+18, FZZ+12a, JBC19, LCR13, LH14, LFLG14, LLW+16, NHY+14, OMCP17, PLW+15, SFNO12, TPHBdMA18, VSFR15, YCL+13a, jZhi15, ZYT+16, ZZL+13, AM18, Ano18c, BSK15, BS11, Boy17a, ÇAAC15, CZW13, CH15, CKB+14, EGUB12, GVSEPRC15, GS12, HSL+14, He13, Ho16, HKWC15, HSLP14, HH18, JCCC13, KSSB13, HA17b, LLGW13, LZC17, LSR13, Lor10, LL12, LW+11, MLY+14, MOM17, MT13b, OGRMOP19, OMJLVSN19, Ry14, RG18, SAf13, SB15, SM16b, SY16b, SZD16, Sot10, WW12, WLY14, WHW+19, Zel12, ZLG+15, ZXM+16, Bai18]. Globalization [MHM+12a, PAj15, AD18, Cho12, KPSL12]. GM [JL18a, JL19]. GMF [ZXM+16]. GMF-related [ZXM+16]. go [KJES16, KR17a]. Going [Pra10b]. Gold [GOPG13, DGGBDG17]. Golden [Ber18]. Golden-ratio [Ber18].

good [JVM17, MDG10, NG16, Tu19]. Google [MM17a, AT17, Agu12, AD18, Cho12, KPSL12].

Government [CP12b, CHC13, Chu14, Com15, Das16, IL14b, KMP+11b, LZZ+12, LPL14, PHL16, SZZC18, YPH10, VG17]. government-funded [Com15]. governmental [Med15].


grant [CFP14, GNHT18, HRR+13, HRT+14, HBT16, KCU19, Sh1i1, YPH10, Zha10, vdBSS18]. grant-funded [Zha10]. granted [RdGCM17]. granting [ZYF+17].

Grants [HN16, CLSW19, EC16, PPK+16, aSTS17, WLF15, YHL+18].

Grants-in-aid [HN16]. granularity [GT18, ZZZC16]. granulomatosis [ARE+18]. grape [ATCCAA19].

Graph [JSZ13, BH18b, KM15a, SKK14, ZLZ19, Zyc10]. Graph-based [JSZ13].

graphene [AYS+13, EGUB12, Kli16, KPY16, LW+11, YKLK14]. graphical [WHi16, LL+16, Mag14b]. graphs [Fie15c, HC14a, ICC16].

gratitude [SMAABB11]. gravity [HT19, ZG17b]. great [CT15a, CMO11, EW15].

greater [WLM15]. Greece [KKT+18]. Greek [Kaz14, KDFL14, Kaz15].

Green [Laa14, NZo14, ZW18a].

Greetings [Gl14, Har13b, Har14a]. grey [WST14, ZW18a]. Grim [Jac12]. GRIIs [Sha12].

ground [MCvFP16]. grounded [MdBdP+19]. group [CGC18, KBT15, KB11a, Kon12, LF14b, MKHB13a, MKHB13b, NPT+15].
Wal16, ZZY19, vR12]. group- [Wal16], grouping [LLHN17], groups [Cam18, CGC18, GNHT18, KR17b, LKW+16, MSC18, PROGMA10, RGLE16, RGGBV16, RBC+10, SYDW19, VHC+15, YSD11, ZC14, ddMS15].
grow [YWG14]. Growing [ML18, YHC+15, Cha17a, dCPF14, FK17, FK18, GdA14, NLCC17, SYLC17, WM17, dAG13]. Growth
[BDC+12, CR14, dANR15, RRS18, SAPR18, ULFRU+14, WWL17, AH11, CV15, Cha17a, Che11, CSC12, FCTV12, GB16, ILP13, ILBG14, JLI18a, JLI19, JSZIZ13, KM15c, KLC14, LVI10, MS12, NQ14, OMAT19, RRBA10, SLG10, San12d, SY16b, Suo14, TS11b, TA11, WG10, Won19].
guarantee [WLM15]. guarantors [MAGBBM13].
guarantee [WLM15].
guarantors [MAGBBM13].
guide [Ben11]. guided [Moe10].
guidelines [BM12b, JSZIZ13].
guiding [Sch14a].
guilds [RRL16].
Guimar˜aes [dCPF14].
Gulf [Moe16b].
GVC [LM16].
H [CSO17].
H-Index [CSO17].
H7N9 [TZ15]. habitats [dCdSNB15].
Handbook [Tom17]. handicap [Bor14]. handling [Ano16b, SGSS17].
handover [ML18].
HantaVirus [KM16]. happened [SS18]. happiness [DLM15, KN15].
hard [ACD13, BDF+17]. Harmonic
[Hag10b, Ber18, JX13, Pra11b]. harmonisation [Ano16d].
Harvard [GD11].
Harzing [Ben11].
Harzing [Ben11].
Harvard [GD11].
Hawthorne [Bor12].
hepatitis [SAPR18, EDEH16].
Hebrew [LKP11].
Hebrew [LKP11].
hedges [uHBLKH19].
Heel [HLSC18].
Heel [HLSC18].
held [Ano11, Ano15].
Helices [Par14c]. Helix
[Chu14, CP14, IL14b, KP12a, KP12b, KPSL12, LPL14, MGM14, Par14b, Par14c, Sko14, ZZP+14a, HMK+12, KZSZ19, KCP12, KHJ+12, Par14a, PM18, SLK12, Yoo15, YYP17].
help [YG18]. helps [FK17, FK18].
Hemingway [MC15].
Henk [Pen19].
hepatitis [SAPR18, EDEH16].
Hepatology [MDFGAM14]. her [GR16].
herbal [BM17].
hetereodisciplinarity [Sch15c]. Heterogeneity [BAC13, Hau16].
heterogeneous [ADD+15, Ano16d, HD17, Pra19b, RD13, ZZLS19].
Heuristics [BM19].
hexmap [BSBG18].
hexmap-based [BSBG18]. hIa
[Rya16, HAA14, Rya16]. hidden [AHP17].
hierarchical
[BCML19, JLI18b, LBW17, LLD12, TGZ15, ZL19].
hierarchy
[BI15, MYP19, XCS+16].
High [AMK13, CWH11, Glai13, Jar16, Kwi18, Pra19e, BWD10, PHEL16, Che15, ERW12, GRSFV14b, GBMB10, Hen19, JK19, MSdBC16, NH14, PMN16, RKKZ18, SPB18, WZ19b, ZZ14].
High-end [Glai13]. high-energy [GBMB10, JK19].
High-end [Glai13].
High-end [Glai13]. high-energy [GBMB10, JK19].
High-level [AMK13].
High-level [AMK13].
High-level [AMK13].
High-quality [ERW12, GRSFV14b]. High-ranked [Pra19e].
high-speed [ZZ14]. high-technology [BPHL16]. Higher
[BSFW10, CD17, FQG14, Safi9, ACD11, ADD11d, ADD14b, ADR16b,
ADD17a, BLA16, CC12a, DV14, DV15, EdS9, FWF18, HV18b, HIC12,
Kwi18, LAS14, LVH15, LT10a, MsDBC16, Med15, MZ14, NSMDB19,
PSZ15, Poin15, PFFCM19, QJZ14, San18, SL17, TK16, The17b, VPM16,
VAJCC17, WDP11, WS13a]. highest [CFG14, GRSFVMB12, GRSFV19].
Highly [DC19, FH16, HH17c, NvLv10, PCRMCB18, V17, dSD17, BB15,
Bor16, BWdMA17, BSB17, BL18, Ham11, HBS19, Ley12, Li16, LHW16,
LDZ17, MMOMLC18, MHC15, MBA13, MBTKA14, MC12, PLA10,
PAL13, Per10, TKA17, The19b, VVN16, WY11, WFDI19a, YY14, ZG17c,
ZW18b, ZS11]. highly-cited [BB15, BL18, MMOMLC18, ZG17].
hinder [LXH18, SB17]. hindrance [YZ17].
hiring [CR18, ZYS16]. Hirsch
[Rou12a, Egg11f, Que10, Que11, Ran09, San12c, Sch12b, Sch15c, WYL16].
Hirsch-core [Egg11f]. Hirsch-inspired [Sch15c]. Hirsch-type
[Rou12a, Sch12b, WYL16]. Hirschian [Sch10a]. Hirschman [Ron18].
Historical [FK19, EBK16, Hon17, Lee10b, PHBN15, WLHZ13].
historiography [Col18, CL16, Kol12, Oli15a]. history [Col17, Hei13, HT19,
Kol12, Kra16, Mus12, PR15, RCJ18, Smi12, So614b, WMX14]. HIV
[Lja16, PP11, QA18, WT14].
Hochberg [dM10]. Hokkaido [GY12]. hold [TU10]. holders [GHT18].
holding [MB16b, VHD16]. hole [GP15]. Home [CGSS13, DD18, Fan15a].
homonyms [Har15b]. homophily [PZ17, WDN17].
Hong [Lu16, Hor18, LYQ12, LXL15, LXL16, ML18, Pra18a].
honoring [PG14b]. Horizon [EC16]. horns [RJ14]. hospitality [ZT15].
hub [SK16]. Human [FMU16, WHH18, BSG17, Bar17b, BL17b, Coc18,
GRSFV14a, TYW12, WL14]. Humanities
[EOS12, HH15c, Lin10, OE15, VE14, DBF17, Cha13, hCCtunWH15,
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knowledge [SX16, SD18, SZ18, SK14c, TLSH14, TO18, UCH19, US10, 
URU10a, URU10b, WPW+14, WDS16, WY19, WA18a, WK15, Wul13, 
WKS19, WS13b, YG18, YC10, YS13, YKCK13, YC12, YLL10, YWY10, 
ZS17, ZSC18, ZLW19, ZZ11, ZZW19a, ZY15, ZLH+15, ZH17, dSF13, 
DPdCAhMC+16, vDPR18, Arcd12, Har13c]. Knowledge-based 
[SLK12, LZ14, TLSH14]. knowledge-building [ ´ARS17].

Knowledge-transfer [WZLZ13, KM12]. Kohsetsushi [Fuk19]. Kong 
[Liu16, Hor18, LGYQ12, LXL15, LXL16, ML18, Pra18a]. Kor [KCP11]. 
Kor-Factor [KCP11]. Korea
(SWH14b, CP12b, CC13, CL17a, CH13b, FKRS14, HP18, HWLL14, JKSJ15, KJH+12, Kim14, KTLD16, KPSL12, LPZ17, Par14b, PYL16, PHL17, PP18, PY19, SP12b, SL13, SWH14a, Won13, Wu14, Yoo15). Korea-based [HP18].

Korean [AhOL14, AChO19, CK14, CyPP12, Kim10, KP12b, KLL14, KCP11, KM12, Lee10b, LSCK12, Lee12, PY14, PLJ18, Sha12, YPH10, YL12, YYP17].


languages [Fuk17, OMLC14]. Langa [MR10]. laparoscopy [CZW13]. Large [ACC+16, SYWD19, SS15, BS17, BYY18, CQBJ16, FEHC19, GKK15, Hl14, IF13, Kon12, KTRP17, LLH+16, LGD12, LRA14, MsdBC16, NF19, PIB18, Pra14a, RC13a, SN19, ZLL19, ZYG+14]. Large-scale [ACC+16, SS15, BYY18, FEHC19, GKK15, IF13, KTRP17, LLH+16, LGD12, LRA14, NF19, ZLL19].
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led [Kon12]. legal [SMLHCP17]. legend [MB14]. Leibniz [Ama18a].
Leiden [BG18, DF15, LB12]. Leinster [MKP16]. leishmaniasis [SFBS17].
length [ADC12, Egg13a, GMSZ18, HAA14, XGCK19]. lengthening [BL13].
len [BM19, CS19, LJ+16]. lens [WB15]. Leishmaniasis [SFBS17].
less [QZZ17, AC13, CVC14, MS18a]. lessons [QA18, WT15]. Lett [BBSS16c, Bor15b, Egg10e, Lor10, Pra11c, Pra16b, Pra17a, Pra18c, Ric17, HL18, BI18a].
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Levenberg [AChO19]. Leveraging [AChO19]. Leydesdorff [Hir19b, Pra12a, LK13a, Par14a, WvEvL+11a]. libraries [Kim18, Kim19a, OMR14, ZWL+18].
library [ABMSSP16, Ard12, CXpHQ515, GAPP18, hHSL19, LM19, RPK18, ZSY+13, AW10, Ben12, CHL15, Cha18c, Cha19b, CRFM+12, DXL+18, FMP17b, HHC11, HHDL13, HC12, LC18, Lin12, LHW12, LW1M+15, Lun19, MB15, QZZ17, SMM15, TT13, WW15, WyYe11, XCS+16, YD10, YL12, Zha10, ZZ11, ZYS16, KY17, PB17].
licensed [WPW+14]. licensing [LYWSV13, LCZ17]. lies [Cop19a]. Life [CRV12, ADR13, BHS14, BDF+17, BM14b, Bou11, BL13, Cha18a, CIL+16, FI16, GKH14, Jon10, KKS16, KHR+19, Ley15b, OHT10, WLF15, YGD17, ZAJ19, ZM16, vdPR18].
limitation [CHWL12]. linear [Bak17, Hos11, LW15, ZCL15].
lines [BL17b, ZCMVS1S]. Linguistic [PT17, BASL16, Gan12, IA19, vdBS18].
linguistics [Bar17a, SM16a]. link [CU16, GR14, HGH17a, KD19, LGL10, Lin10, ST14c, VRF12, WS10, YS13, YWZ+17, ZGJ18]. link-based [YS13].
linkage [FLZ17, Lee12, cSL10, TYYW16, ZL18a, dSN18]. linkages [CHC13, FI16, PK14]. Linked [ST14c, ACAGD+17, EdS19, HHHB18].
Linking [MOA16b, BSC+17, LF17, OMOR13b, RPNC13]. links [BB10, BL15, GZ11, HH15a, HM19, MS15b, TM12]. liposome [ZZ15].
liquid [HWLL14, SLG10]. LIS [Cha18c, Cha19b, AZK13, ANZ15, ALYZ15, Asu19, Cha18c, Cha19b, HSL+14, MA12, MH15, MOA16a, WDS16]. LISA [FMP17b]. list [ATJ16, HO19]. Listing [DWG16]. lists [BK15, YWW17, ZSCR+18]. literacy [PEP13, PPE14, PEPUT15, Pin15, PFPCM+19, SB19]. Literature [Ioa06, Kos14, LCD+14, ADC14, BMM14, BZ17, Bha16, CLD13, CV15a, Che12, CXWW18, Col17, CGSS13, CVLR11, CNC18, FA10, FAA13, GTC16,
GAPP18, Ham11, HHZ14, HH15a, HIG+17, HTL15, HZD+15, IWK18, JDH12, KM11, LL13a, LY12, LJKG15, LCIADG19, LLYC14, ML16a, MnaeR+15, MdBdp+19, MB16a, MHTB17, Mue18, NTM+18, dANR15, NFH12, NT17, OGOPPR17, PYH16, PN15, PLGC18, PLG19, QZZD18, QL12, RPAMR19, SR15, SLG10, SAPR18, SZ12, TAA16, TM12, TYWZ12, TZ15, vTnL17, VACCAJ18, VSK18, WW15, WMXZ14, WST14, YSND17, ZL18a, ZG13a, ZLL+15, ZGY16, ZG17d, ZG17e, ZDZ+15, dSD18a, dCdAMB19.


Malaysia [KJ13, KJ14, LNK+14a, LNK+14b]. 

Malaysian [ANA18, LKW+16, TAB13, TABA16, TUCR15].

Male [MB10b, BL11b, Keg15, Kra17]. Managed [THAL15].

Management [CD16a, DLL+16b, ELP11, AEFP16, AL12, ACD14, uHLK19, Ben12, BH16b, CJY+15, CST11, CGSS13, CAS16, DCY+17, EBD15, FFR+17, FFR16, GRBBS17, GZ14a, HMD+19, HNG19, KLP12, KW15, Kos16a, KJ13, Lee15, LPMK17, LGZ+13, LXL15, Liu16, LXL16, LZCZ18, MH15, ML010, MGdP17, NG16, Oze12a, PMJF19, PHV17, RPGM10, RPDCRVP15, RPM16, RPP17b, RTP17, SDT15, TO18, Ts11, VT10, WLZ+15, ZAJ19, ZYSS14, DLL+16a, RPK17, SL14].
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Matrices [RRBA10]. matrix [HH17c, YHL19]. matter
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Meta [GBGB13, Bor15a, EBD15, Mue18, VHH16, XGCK19]. Meta-analysis [GBGB13, Bor15a, Mue18, XGCK19]. meta-ranking [EBD15, VHH16].
metabolic [BP17, BS17, ByLbH16, QA19]. metabolism [LPZ17]. metadata [BGS17, ByLbH16, QA19]. metaknowledge [ZG17a]. metal [WH16]. metal-organic [WH16].
metaphors [BSBG18]. method [ADR19, AHP17, Bel17, BM15, BG17, BYY17, ByLbH16, CLLL14, DEX+18, DLX15, FZZ17, HSY15, HQZ+17, IMSK14, KGY+17, KKOS19, KB10, KKL14, LJS16, LNRSSRBB18, LZF15, LSS15, LSS16, MMOMLC18b, MM15a, Os16, Os10, Oi17, RNB19, SR16, SSG+18, SCL12, Var11, WBH+12, WCL14, XHA+19, ZCL14, ZCL15, ZZP+18, ZZP+14b, ZZLD19, dIZLwC15]. 
Methodi [PKR15, dCPP18]. Methodological [AAB+13, PB17b, CT15b, GMJ+17, LGL10, OBG11]. Methodology [Bha11, BM13a, BM13b, CKB+14, EMSS16, FCCMTRVR18, FMP17a, HL13, MD12, PKR15, RCN+14, TSMTDLCH11, Tsa11, Tsa15, dCPP18].
Methods [OMAMMLC15, SJ10, AUS12, BM14b, Boy17b, CMM17, CVLB10, Din14, ES18, GT17, HY19, ILB13, JETZ14, JPZ+10, LZB10, Lor14, MM14c, MSH16, OROMAA16, SB15, YYDH12, YWC12, ZZP+14a, ZCL15, ZZP+14, ZGJ18, ZHMX14, ZIT15, dCDSNB15]. metric [LLH+16, MS18b, PQG14, PDN19, PPM+17, RZ12, RG18, ZCW14, ZC16, dSM17, dS18, dSDSB16].
Metrics [PM19, P0116b, VBI2, AD16, AP16, ASW18, Bor15a, Bou14a, hCC15WH15, DdS19b, ESM16, EG16, GG15a, HCS+15, MBL18, ML13, MCR+12, PRA12c, Pra18b, Shu17, TYYW16, WMX14, WWC19, dS17a, OMLC14]. metrics-based [SHU17, dS17a]. Metrics-based [PMJF19]. metropolitan [LSR13].
Mexican [CRLRPA10, LOMLP17, LOPAGS19, RHGKD16, VAJCC17]. Mexico [AD18, CRLRPA17, FVVSG18, LBCO19, LOMLP17, MC13, USPO15]. Michael [GZ18, KL16]. micro [CBF13, CB11, ZWW+16].
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[IOA06, SCGZR16]. most-highly [Lya16]. motion [Lja16]. motivate
[MCL13]. motivations [HL13, LNMQRR15]. motives [ONB17].

motorcycle [OMJLVS19]. move [RM18]. moving [DC19, Yoo15]. MS
[CCLL14]. much
[uHIBK19, BSFW10, GRSFV16b, LVSL18, OM11, Pra10b, Sch13a, Vil10].

Multi [GF11, LLX+18, MLT+15, XYW+17, AHUR11, BPJ+14, Ber18, BD13, DLMX15, GHvdB12, HS16b, wH15, KL17, KO18, LWIB16, LGD11, LF12a, MXZ18, NPT+15, NH11, Osó18, PC18, PPM+17, Pra18e, RKT+15, RPK18, SP14, TH19, VRF12, You14, ZZZC16]. multi-agent [NH11]. multi-aspect [GHvdB12]. multi-attribute [BD13]. multi-author [Ber18, wH15, TH19].

multi-authored [KO18, LF12a, Osó18]. multi-authorship
[NPT+15, RPK18, SP14]. multi-classifier [MXZ18]. multi-dimensional
[HS16b, Pra18e]. multi-faceted [DLMX15, PPM+17]. multi-granularity
[ZZZC16]. multi-industry [VRF12]. multi-institutional [You14].

multi-level [BPJ+14, LWIB16, PC18]. multi-levels [AHUR11].


multi-technology [KL17]. Multi-view [MLT+15, LGD11]. Multi-views
[LLX+18]. multidimensional
[GRSFV12a, GRSFV+12b, SSG+18, TSRGG17, Tor14]. multidisciplinarity
[ABV+14, CBWJ18, MRGT18, SVS18]. multidisciplinary
[ADD18a, BH10, DGBD17, GTD14, KB18, Lee15, MMMOLC18a, ZS11].
multifaceted [SP12a]. Multilevel [SC10, BS17, OMOR13a]. multimedia
[TH13]. multimodality [Xie19]. multinational [HEH18]. nationalities
[WHY12]. Multiparametric [VAJCC17]. Multiple [BI18a, Yos13, dSD18b, dSD18c, Abb11, FDVZ16, Gal11, Har15b, Hir10, HL17, LdZwC+17, MR18a, Pra11b, SGM+16, Sch11b, SK12, TG16, YG18, YWZ+17, ZWL+18].
multi-link [YWZ+17]. multiple-part [Sch11b]. multipolar
[VeU0]. Multivariate [dPCdA+C+16, ACD15, CLL+17, FCFG17, OA10a, Tod11, VH+15, dCdSNB15]. municipal [Hol10, YCL+13b]. museum
[ACAGD+17]. music [Geo17, GN19]. musical [KCP12]. must
[DDR17, Sch14a]. Mutual [KW17, KZSZ19, LPL14, SN10, Zhe19]. mutually
[QZZD18, YWZ+17]. my [LNMQRR15, Per18].

n [AT16, ZLF+14]. n-grams [AT16]. Name
[GKF17, SHB14, AT17, ADD16, ARE+18, CLMN19, HYF+17, HYYR14, Kim18, KK18, Kim19a, Kim19b, KKOS19, McC18, MRR17, Sch16, SKCK14, TW10, WBB+12, WD13, ZXY+14, ZWL+18]. named [Ken18]. names
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Nano-Bio-Info-Cognito [JAA18]. nano-biopharmaceutical [ZT18, ZT19].
nano-bubble [ZWW+16]. nano-enabled [KPY16]. nano-energy [LG15].

Nanotechnology
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Path [EMSH16, Yur18b, HLLT14, KGSS16, KS18, LGPC18, LLH19, LL13b, Pen19, SL16, Won13, YKLK14]. path-dependencies [KGSS16]. pathogens [TYWZ12]. path [ARM13, FSLR10, GHA+16, KS18, ML16a]. pathway [HZQ+17, MP15, ZZP+14b]. PATSTAT [LVSL18]. pattern [Che18a, GKF17, GZ17, HD17, KC12, LZZ+12, SSS+11, WLR+14, ZZPG14, ZYT+16, dSF13]. Patterns [BKRG13, LL15, Siv16b, ADM14, AHP17, AML17, BASL16, Bre13, BGJB16, COT15, CLLZ15, CJC13, CF14, Chi15, CRAJdMACA15, CH13b, CRLMRPA10, DX17, ESB15, EOS12, EL11, FYC15, FMP17a, GHS18, HJM+13, HC16b, HYS18, Hur17, IA19, JS15, KCK14, KK19, KbBBK15, KEP+18, LSCK1, LZZ+13, Li17, LC18, LCC12, LDG17, NHLL17, Oel12, OKCPS17, OS17, Ort11, ONB17, Oze12b, OKK14, PAL13, PR10, PSY+19, RRBA10, RRS18, RP17b, RPK18, RHGKD16, Sak19, SS10c, SV19, Soo10a, Soo19, TS11a, TP11, UMK14, US10, VuHL10, WLN+14, WFS16, WYB+17, YL12, ZY15, Med18]. Paula [Etz13b]. pay [Mik17, TV17, Wra16a, Wra16b]. pay-walls [Mik17]. pays [SGY15, SE18, XG18]. peace [PFDL17]. pediatrics [ABSF+19, MRS+16]. Peer [ADV10, ADR19, Fan11, LF12b, PS10, AD11a, ADD11a, ACD13, ANFF16, AND19, BD16a, BFS17, BGJ+16, BGS18, BSFCC15, BCL+17, BS15c, Bor12, BJHD12, BH15, BF17, CGG+17, CRSFV19, Cop18, DGD19, DMS14, Fed13, FLM+19, FT19, GRSFV17a, GRSFV17b, GPSM18, GW17, HG10, HH19, HS17, JOGC17, JPZ+10, KB13K, KP16, KTRP17, MPPY+13, MS18a, Mivo15, MFF+16, MKHB13b, ND16, Ort17, PG14a, PTMT11, RMC13, Rig13, RC18, RT17, Sak19, SB17, SBM17, SC13, VE14, WV13, WvEvL+11a, ZS18, dZLwC+15]. peer-review [AC13, GRSFV17b, JPZ+10, KB13K, KP16, RT17]. peer-reviewed [BSFC15, MS18a, Mivo15, Sak19]. peer-to-peer [BCJ+17]. peers [GW10b]. Peirce [PMN16]. penalty [LHTL18]. Pennants [Whi18]. people [Lor10]. perceived [VSS12]. perceived [VSS12], percentage [Pra19c, Sch15c]. percentage-valued [Sch15c]. percentile [Pra12b, YY16]. percentiles [BM14b, Sch13a]. perception [AGLNR14]. perception-based [AGLNR14]. Perceptions [JX13, BTNS14, ZCK16]. perfect [Oso18]. Perfectionism [SKM15]. perform [BTL19, MDFGAM14]. Performance [LYQ12, Pra18d, AJSN18, ARK+15, ADS10a, ADS10b, ADV10, ADC11, ADD11c, AD11b, ADS11, ADC12, ADV10, ADR14a, ADD14b, ADC15, ACU+14, ACOR10, AS18b, BKZ+16, BBPC14, BHB13, BHA15, BB16a, BB16b, BB16c, BGO+13, BW10, BS17, CGZ10, CMT18, CL10H10, CC10b, CC12b, CC12c, CH13, hCCtMWH15, CRZGVdM16, CRMPSR18, CC11b, CR18, CAS16, D10b, DL15, DGW12, Doc11a, Doc11b, DC17, DGDGV15, ES18, EES13, EH12, FZZ+12a, GRSFV13, Gl13, GTD14, GW10b, GC10, GW15b, GNS+15, GNT18, Hal14, HH15b, HH10, HC16b, HSWC13, HDC13, HCS+15, HDW+15, ILB13, lbr18, IL14a, JKNS17, KA13, Kaz14, KDFL14, KLL14, Kin19b, Lee10a, LSK12, LL12, LCCZ18, MvdH13, MLVJ12, OC15, AFR+13, Ort17, OCCS11, PPK+16, PPM+17, Pra10d, Pra11d, Pra12c, Pra12d, Pra16b, P12RRLNAG15, RGGBV16].
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[AYS +13, Cha18b, FLM16]. piloting [JH16]. Pinski [Pra19c]. pitfalls
[SMM +19]. place [Asu19, Ben12, Hud17, Pra10e]. places [Cam14, Egg14a].
plagiarism [GREL14, Jac16, JTZ14, ZLZ19]. planning
[KKK +14, MT12b, PHL17, YLL10, YK11, YPK13, dCdSNB15]. plant
[Jon10, KNK +19, PS15, dSD18a]. plants [SSdOS17]. plate [MB13].
platforms [OMOR13b, SMM +19]. play [Chi14, KCU19, WLY14, Zuc10].
players [BSB12, SK11]. playground [Bai18]. Playing [SHB14]. plea
[Har13a]. PLOS [dW15, BHD118]. plot [Pra19d]. Plots
[BH18b, Cam17, Cam17]. PlumX [Ort18, TSRGG17]. plus [HB18b]. PNAS
[DAYY18]. pneumococcal [CSR +18]. point [Har17, HTHB11, MB16a].
Poland [KKL14, KK19, Kr17a]. Policies
[ABSF +19, HSX +15, Llua14, LOMLP +17, Shu17, dS17a]. Policy [BHIM16,
HYS18, Ahr17, Ano16b, BDE11, Bon14a, BS19, CRBRG +18, CIL +16, CZ18,
DLL +16a, DSM11, Dem18, DKS18, EdS19, GFC18, GHS18, GP18a, GKS16,
HB17a, HRH10, HSXL14, ILP11, JSZIZ13, KK19, LWK +16, MC13, MS16b,
Pou12, SM16b, VPM16, Waa13, WF17, ZL18b, ZCY +16, ZY19, ZB12].
policy-makers [JSZIZ13]. policy-related [BHIM16, HB17a]. Polish
[Kol12, Kos15]. Politêcnica [HMCD +19]. Political
[CA18, Hen18, Chi14, Chi15, Gan12, KP12b, MOA16b, NvLvR10, Sak19].
pollution [LWR +17, YYS +10]. polyangiitis [ARE +18]. polymer
[CYK +11, Pra14c]. polyrepresentation [AF15a, AF15b]. poor [GHS18].
Popular [TH13, RMA12]. popularity [Aus14b, HF19]. populated [Ort15].
population [LSR13, Ort15, SM15]. portfolio
[CFM15, LLC +17, LKY17, SROMF15, dART +17, dCPRP18]. portfolios
[Luo12, RJJ14, Sch11a, SK12, TTC17, ZP15]. portrait [Jac18, TM12].
Portugal [BCC +17]. position
[CRS14, GP18a, MSL11, MT13b, Pou10, dMALIM14]. Positioning
[URU10b, CH15, FM11a, Koz15]. positions [CLL +17, Pac19, Sch17a].
Positive [Ball2, Fan13b]. possible [ADS10a, DKS18, Lye15a, VB12, ZHL19].
possibly [XGL +19]. Post
[BHIH17, BTNS14, JW18, CA19, JKMS17, LA19, Pra18d, ZTP18a, ZTP18b].
post-communist [JKMS17, Pra18d]. post-doctoral [ZTP18a, ZTP18b].
Post-interdisciplinary [BTNS14]. post-Soviet [LA19]. postdoctoral
[BBVO10]. posteriori [GSTD11]. postmodern [HLE10]. postulate
[DGGDGM17]. potential [CF14, DGGDSV15, FMM13b, JX13, JMM18,
LS19b, MP15, MKP16, PLJ18, SA17, SL12a, TCH +15, ZQH +17]. Power
[Brz15, Sch17a, AJSN18, BS15a, CNPG17, DXL +12, FMP17a, GGP14,
GY15, KK19, Lec19, Lee19, Pra19c, RPK18, SCGZSL +13, SLISC17].
PPP [SZD16]. practicable [BM14a]. practice
[BMZ +17, Brl14, Din14, DJWS11, ER12, FE14, Kha13a, Kha13b, LCFC14,
Paj15, PW17, TKA17, Zlu17]. practices
[BMI2b, DY18, GZM15, JX13, YB14]. pragmatic [Har13a]. pragmatics
[Ing12]. Prathap [BBSS16c, BB17a]. precaution [SCL12]. precautions
predict [Bar17b, BF17, FA10, GP13, GW10a, GHA+16, Kis11a, NTM+18, PMN16, Rig13, SA17, WhCL10, WM17, WFZD19a, WWC19].
processing [BS15b, PB18]. **Produce** [CHY13, BWdMA17]. producers [NSC13, SKM15]. **produce** [The17b]. **producing** [HBA19]. **Product** [MDDG17, ADV10, Fuk19]. **product-level** [Fuk19]. **Production** [RPSA17, ACF+17, AATBPAB15a, ABV+14, ACAGD+17, BVB13, BSFCC15, Bra12a, BDC+12, CSR+18, Cav16, CVC14, CH13b, CRLMRPA10, CFdC+14, CddS+12, Das16, ES16a, EW15, EGU10, FP18, dCPF14, Fin11, FKRS14, FM12, FZZ+12b, GGR11, GSMT10, GC10, GdA14, HR11, IBL13, IL14a, JvGH10, MCI0, MD18, NJ10, NH14, OM11, PPK+16, PEPUT15, PPBCM+19, Pra10d, RGdCMM17, RCDj+14, Sch14c, Sch17b, Soo18, TBS15, Tol12, YC10, YZ17, dAG13, dJC15]. **productive** [ADD11d, BL11b, GdOdAG+13, HAJ12, KPS12, MS13, RV18a, RV18b, SAR19].

**Productivity** [BT19b, DRS14, KHK13, ADD11d, ADR13, AD14, AER+14, ACS18, ACRC17, ACC+15, AA10, Bar17a, Bas10, Bas14, Ben15, BS15c, BA15, CMuF15, CVC14, CÖT16a, CKT17, CC10a, CHY13, CHL10, CÖT16b, CMVP16, DKS18, DJWS11, Fuk14, Gan12, GNS+15, GKS18, HH15b, HCL14, Ibr18, IMH12, IMH13, IFJ16, JSZI13, JZL10, KFB18, Kwi18, KKT+18, LVGV+11, LPC17, LRC19, LLCL11, LT16, LD16, Lor10, Lun19, Mat13, MR18a, MB16b, NA14, OO12, dFPYdCL12, PRR15, PPK+16, Pra18c, PKSG12, Pnu10, RgdCMM17, SC18, SH15b, Sin18, SJOC18, SM14, SDS19, Soo10a, Soo14a, Sot10, SK14a, SK14b, Tor13, Tor14, TBT19, VO17, Vin12h, Wai15, Wai16, WLZ+15, YGD17, ZGL14, dOM16, vAvdWvdB12].

**products** [ADD14a]. **Professional** [LWB16, BM12b, CB11, DMB17, FMS17, HMI19, JX13, Pnu10, RRL16, TKA17, WOW13]. **professional-based** [DM17]. **professionals** [GAPP18]. **professions** [DMB17]. **professor** [MM18, MM19]. **professorial** [GG15b]. **professors** [Hos11, LVGV+11, PRA16a, ZTP18a, ZTP18b].

**Profile** [LG1+14, Car16, EBR16, GK14, Hen19, LSM+15, MJC14, Oli15b, RGdCMM17, SLD+17, VH17, dSF13]. **Profiles** [VO17, DFG+18, GT18, Li17, Pir19, SM12, SgP16, VAJCC17]. **profiling** [CLKS11, MJ12, PMJ19, TGD17]. **Profitability** [CKCK10, CC10a].

**Program** [CFdC+14, SA12, TBB+16, YPH10, vEW10, WTM+16].

**programme** [SBSR19, OA10c]. **Programmes** [BM11, OA10a, OA10b, OPGW+13].

**programs** [BR12, HIC12, IF13, PYL16, SLD+17, SJOC18, Yur18c, LVHS+15].

**Progress** [Ho16, LLGW13, DSG+15, GKB+19, MAA18, Nar12, RR17]. **Progressive** [San12d, MV19, San12a]. **project** [BH16a, GBM+16, GKB+19, KM15a, LHo12, dZLwC+15, Zin16]. **projects** [ABL17, BM11, LdZweC+17, SR16, TCT+13, Zin16]. **prolific** [PRA16a, Pra10a].

**prologue** [ZTC15]. **Prominent** [CH13a]. **promise** [HM15a, HM15b]. **promising** [MAGBBM13, WF17, YKCK13, ÖS17].

**promote** [MTT15]. **promoted** [SDS19]. **Promoting** [aSTS17, aSS17, WBX+17].

**promotion** [Bor16, GCGP10, Hos11, Per18, YZ17]. **promotions** [MM18, MM19].

**Proof**
[HM15b, HM15a]. propagating [WG10]. propensity
[CJC13, CFdC +14, MD12, EC16]. properly [Koz15]. Properties
[vR12, Ama15, Coc18, FSSPG +15, Glä10, Saa10, SBA +19, Zit11]. property
[ACD14, CO10, PNVCB18, YCK11]. \textit{property-function} [YCK11].
proportions [The18c]. Proposal [OMOR13a, VEJC +18a, BCJ +17, BM14b,
BM14a, BSK18, HP10, MARMSG19, Mon16]. Proposals
[FM11d, Prr11c, BB15, HRB +13, HRB +14]. \textit{proposed}
[Bre10, FT19, KHVGA +16, LWT16, PKR15]. proposing [DCM16].
\textit{proposition} [Sah16]. Pros [Dem18]. Prospective [RWG +15]. prospects
[DH13a, ZWW +15, ZWW +16]. \textit{protection} [CO10]. proteomics [TFH14].
\textit{Protocol} [CIL +16]. proton [CYK +11]. prototype [Moo15]. provide
[AAV13, TSG13]. provided [LvI10, MCR +12, SM16a]. providers [Ort18].
province [GC10, JR10]. province-level [GC10]. Proving [MCvFP16].
\textit{provisional} [CC16]. Proximity [FFL16, SL16, Fie15b, Fie15a, LC12].
proxy [ADD10]. \textit{PSTR} [CSC14]. psychiatric [LR12a, MCL +11].
Psychiatry [MDFGAM14, BL10, SS14]. \textit{Psychological}
[GWBSVWB13, LA19, VSK18]. psychologists [DJWS11, FK16, Kor18].
\textit{psychology} [uHBK19, uHBLK19H, BVY13, BSvEK13, Ben19, Bru10,
GB15, GBG13, HH17a, HH17b, HH17d, KB11c, KFKS15, Kral0, KvES11,
KWW15, Kral0, NvLvR10, SLGO17, Vin12b, ZTP18b, ZTP18a]. Public
[CRZGVQA15, Mor16, SÁV18, Wil15, ADS10a, ABMSS16, ABSF +19,
AC12, BR12, BHL12, CRZGVQA16, CFM15, CAS16, CZ18, FSAB10,
Fuk19, GSMT10, GMM16, HR10, Hn12, Kon12, LSCK12, LOMLPA +17,
MC10, MC13, OROMAA16, QA18, SMLHCP17, SFBS17, SWH14a, SWH14b,
TB15, WDP11, dIC15]. \textit{Public-private} [Mor16, ADS10a]. \textit{Publication}
[DMB17, DC15b, FM12, GZ11, GZM15, GBG19, KSSB13, KEP +18,
MLY +14, MHTB17, Ole12, Soo14a, TG17, WB15, ADC12, ADD16, Abt12,
ALH15, AML17, Asu19, BHS14, Bas11, Ber18, BSK15, BND11, BHL18,
BC13b, BZBL16, Boy17b, Bur12, Bur14, Chi15, CRAjdlMACA15, CA19,
CH15, DGF17, ESB15, Egg11e, Egg11f, EOS12, Fuk17, pGSyW +19, GHT16,
GBHT16, Hag10b, Hal14, H16a, HK12, HJM +13, Hou17, HB17b, IFT +18,
JKMS17, KFB18, KK19, KPR16, KTRP17, KWW15, Lvi10, Lec10a,
MSYW12, MM14a, MR15, MB14, Mat13, MR18a, MS14, MNdF16, MT13b,
MHC14, Mue18, OVJM17, OCCSM11, PKR15, PAL13, Pau10, RAA18,
RCN +14, Sak19, San12b, San12c, SND19, STB18, SFR +19, SV19, SPdSM16,
SW19b, SSC +18, Tur16, TBB +16, WWH +17, WT15, Won19, YGD17, YY14,
YDJ12, YL12]. \textit{publication} [ZL18b, ZYF +17, ZP15, ZTP18a, ZTP18b].
\textit{publication-citation} [Bur14]. \textit{publication-level} [CA19]. \textit{Publications}
[CAY +19, HH15c, IFJ15, ATJ16, ADS16, AD16, ADR19, AC13, Asu19, BI14,
BSG17, Bas13, BBP14, BSMD11, Bor15b, Bor18, BHL18, BPVM11, BC17,
BL17b, CGV12, CA18, CXWW18, CRMdMA15, CPF18, CB11, Das16,
DWGL16, Dor17, DKS18, EDEH16, Fan19, FM17, Gan17, GMJ +17, GD11,
GZ11, GHT17, GALR16, GB14b, GSE +18, GB12, HC14a, HHBB18, He13,
HPKS18, HL18, HH17c, HH19, HR17, HLW19, IPIU13, IQT +19, HI14, JG12,
publications [SLH18, SM15, Soo11a, Soo17, Soo18, Sot12, SD18, TBMM18, Tri10, VSS12, VEC12, VE14, VG17, Vin17, WP18, WCK+12, WMXZ14, WTG15, WFZD19a, WFZD19b, WZFD19, WL18, WS10, WSI3a, XYH18, YWL16, YP19, ZCW14, ZKD11, ZPG+14, ZYN18, ZW18a, ZWZ+19, ZYY19, ZLH+16, ZZYFD16, KK15, vEW17, Wra16a].

publicity [Fan13a].


Q [GLM11]. Q-measures [GLM11]. Quadruple [LPL14, Par14b]. Quadruple-Helix [LPL14]. Qual [CC12a]. Qualifying [HH13b, LHLH19]. Qualitative [ÁBV+14, MnaeR+15, Pen19, AA19, BFR18, dCPF14, GdA14, HNG19, KBZS15, MAGSTR15, Wan16, dAG13, dCPR18]. qualitatively [Rya16]. qualities [dBI2]. Quality [BH17b, BB17b, CL13, Moo15, PDAN19, Sai17, Abb11, ADD10, AR18, AAB+13, Ano16b, ANFF16, ASW18, BKZ+16, BKL15, BR11, BS15b, BH17a, CGPT15, CKC10, Cla15, DLL+16b, ERW12, EdS19, GRSFV14b, GKB+19, HJL18, Hau16, HS17, KM15d, KB11a, KKL14, Lia11, LCY14, Lyk18, MS18a, MGLZ10, MZ14, MOO17, MP18, NCF+19, PS16a, P111d, P112d, P119e, RZ12, Ric17, SP14, SZMS18, SL17, Sch16, SA16, SDP+19, VEJC+18a, Wal15, Wal16, WhCL10, WXZ+16, WAT16, WS10, ZYZ14].

quantification [Cha18a, UCH19]. quantify [Fire, Hir10, Hir19a]. Quantifying [Arb11, ANFF16, CBWJ18, MHKB16, OFP16, SGSS17, ZP16, AAI10, Cab14, GSKM17, SSI0a]. Quantitative [FSO11, GB17b, Pen19, ÁBV+14, AA19, BFR18, CLO18, DRRMC19, FSOS12, GF17, GB12, HLC18, HWS18, HYYL12, HL14, ISR11, KZC16, KBZS15, LWW17, LDVSGDR16, MPY+13, MnaeR+15, MRGT13, MFF+16, Oli15b, SFNO12, WWP14, Wan16, WXB18, YKCK13, Yos13, dCSDNB15]. quantitatively [Rya16]. Quantity [dBI2, GF17, GKB+19, KM15d, Pra11d,
reads [CB19, Eld19]. ready
[HA17a]. real [Ama15, LABL13, PIB18]. reality [HHA^+16]. realized
[PD10]. really [BSMD11, Cam18, Joh18, Mar11, MS13, Par15, Rig13, Saf13]. realm [CRMdMA15]. realms [SM17]. realtime [WWX13]. reasoning
[LDZWc^+17, dZLwc^+15]. Reasons [HTHB11, PZ17, WBX18, HV18b]. reassessment [HIC12]. Rebuttal [Ho16]. rec [LFBI19]. rec-index
[LFBI19]. receive [AC13, Fan13b, GRSFV16b, HV18b, SRW18]. received
[Asu19, Egg10d, XGL^+19]. Receiving [Sha12, WPCG13]. Reception
[Dan14, Cot15, MHFB17]. recipients [PPK^+16]. reciprocity [DF14]. reclassification [WB15]. Recognition
[BRs^+16, ABGS14, BCT19, BYY18, CMT18, EG18, Li14, SSZL18]. recognized [KHA17, Sot10]. recombinant [LL19]. recombinant
[ZHZY19]. recombine [Ley18]. recommend [YKCK13]. recommendation
[GR14]. Reconsidering [DGGBD17]. record [Gau17, SGN15]. records
[BC13b, CCM^+11, DCS12, Jac18]. recruiting [Fox17]. recruitment
[Cop19b]. Redux [Cab18]. REF [Hud16]. referee [BWD10, GRSFV16b]. Reference
[BHL18, CFL12, BTNS14, Cab18, CH15, Egg10c, EHK12, GNVQdMAG11, Kra10, LTG12, LCFC14, MH16b, MB14, Rod17, Sch10a, Sch13b, Yur18a, ZSCR^+18, MHTB17]. reference-based [Sch10a]. referenced [WB15, Hou17]. References
[QL12, ATJ16, CGV12, CPV14, COS11b, FK17, FK18, GXC^+19, HHBB18, Jac18, JKJL14, KWW15, KN15, LCS^+16, Lin11, LH12, MB16a, PYW18, RWG^+15, Shi14, The19a, ULFRU^+14, WPCG13, XHA^+19]. referencing
[BHH18, LZR14, YL10]. referential [LPL16, WLC17]. referring [RTP17]. refined [CCLL14]. reflect [ATK17]. reflected
[Bor16, JKI10a, MSL11, Mor16, SLG10]. reflecting [MAA17, So614b]. Reflection
[GY12, Bar11]. Reflections
[CF18, FMS17, Bha18, Har19a, Jac12]. reforms [AZSA14, AZSA16]. Refrain [AD16]. refusals [Wad18]. regarding [ABSF^+19, uHLK19]. regime
[CRlMLM17]. regimes [Ley13b] region
[ADS17a, ADS17b, CDS13M13, LTI10a, MLVJ12, WLZ^+15, Moc16b]. Regional
[Jar10, SP12b, TS11b, ADS12, ACFL11, BBSS16a, BBSS16b, BBSS16c, BPP14, DCM16, HWL11, HDC13, MC10, MvdH13, Pra16b, QDK19, QA18, RFSEd1M10, RG18, SCtRPA18, SL16, TP11, VO17, WM17, WZ19a, ZK19]. regionalization [SSdOS17]. regions
[AZSA14, AZSA16, BPGGdMA12, HGH17b, RY14, SW19a, ZG17f]. registered [BL11b, vLvWW16]. registering [The18c]. Registers [PT17]. regression
[CSC13, CSC14, LRS^+18, Par15, QRI^+17, Yos13, YYLW14]. regularity
[FM11d, Pra11c]. regulatory [dSSdMAF14]. Rehabilitation
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ADD11d, Ano16c, Bar17a, BGÖ+13, BS16, CLD13, CHWL12, CYW+11, CkS11, CXX19, Cop16b, DVB14, DVB15, DVM17, DPF+16, EG16, FWFM18, GW15a, pGSyW+19, Glä18, HMCL16, HA12, HH10, KPS12, KJ14, KL17b, LLCL11, Lin12, LHC16, LZCZ18, MH15, MLVJ12, Moo15, NA14, OO12, dBOM1+19, ONB17, PP18, PM18, PKL+16, PL18, PH14, PKSG12, RASP13, SK18, SDS19, The18a, Tsa11, VPM16, Vin12b, WYH10, WQY12, WLLL12, WH16, YCL+13b, YSD17, YS11, ZL+15, ZKC15, ZTRH18, dZLwC+15, ZDZ+15, ZCMVQS11, Abb11, AJSN18, ARK+15, ADS10a, ADS10b, ADV10, ACD11, AD11a, ADV11, ADD11b, ADD11a, ADD11c, AD11b, ADS11, ADS12, ADC12, ADR13, ADC13, ADV13, AD14, ADD14a, ADD14b, ACD15, AD16, ADD17a, ADD17b, ADD18b, ADD18a, AER+14, ACP12, AA18, AhOL14, AW10, ACS18, AEEP16, AKB12, APR19. research [ACRC17, ABMSSP16, ABSF+19, ATCCAAB19, AATBPAB15b, AMFLH15, AAG14, ABDFB19, ABV+14, AP16, ALYZ15, AC13, AH11, ABL17, ACC+16, Ano16b, AGNRR14, APYS13, ASu19, AS18b, ASW18, BD16a, BHR13, BHA15, BY13, BPR13, uHBK19, BHPvDPM18, BLdCV17, BFMRM19, BBDS+14, BBJS18, Bas13, BBS16a, BBS16b, BBS16c, BMM17, BFGVV+18, BFS17, BKY+15, BKG16, BPGGdMA12, Ben15, BGJ+16, BH16b, BGM17, Bjö19, BMP+14, BPTG10, BS15c, BS17, BCHH17, BAC13, BGAAM15, BM14a, Bor15a, BM16, Bor16, BG18, BM19, BS11, Bos10, BDE11, Bou14a, BSK18, BvdB14, BCC+17, BF14, BJJ16, BNV11, CFSP16, CMRC15, Cam12, CV15, CZW13, CRV12, CFL12, CGZ10, Car16, CVC14, CVC+15, CG18, CFP14, CHL15, CH17, CZV10, CWJC14, CJY+15, CXPQZ15, CW17, CLO18, CLSW19, CHL15, CY13].
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scientific [ZP16, dSD18a, dSNV18, dAG13, dOM16, vAvdWvdB12, PDAN19]. scientific/technological [CV15]. scientifically [Sot12]. Scientist [LT10b, LZR14, ADS11, ADS16, ADD19b, FM11d, Hlr19b, LBO19, MB16b, Pra11c, The17c, WWX13]. scientists [ADS17a, ADS17b, ADD17b, ADD19a, AKB12, Ama18b, Bas13, BGBS18, BT17, BBVO10, BCZ12, Cab13, CvLr11, Dya17a, Dya17b, FB10, FSLR10, FI16, GK14, HCL14, LM13b, MBA13, OBG11, PLA10, PAL13, QZL+17, Ric15, SMK15, Sot10, TLSH14, Vel12, WV13, WXL12, ZZFD18b, BT18a]. sciento [UBTS16]. sciento-text [UBTS16]. Scientometrics [Bha16, CPF18, FJ11, GCLcG15, GK14, GZ18, GGG+12, GKS16, ILP11, JPZ+10, Kra16, Pal15, Pou12, SR15, SDS14a, SBSU15, xShLX+15, TAB13, USPO15, AUS12, AGA14, AJACrMa16, BYR13, BMM17, BSVEK13, GMB16, BPTG10, BCC+17, Cam17, Che18b, CFM15, Coc18, CST11, CA12, CV14, De 17, FAI+18, FG15, FK16, Glia10, Glia13, GdOdAG+13, GAGT15, HLE10, HSLP14, Jac18, Kar12, KGNB11, KGL10a, KC15, KGB+18, LPC17, Ley13b, LHM+11, LG16, LCLX16, Mag14a, MAH10, MTT15, NTM+18, dBObM+19, Ort17, PK14, Pou10, RRRGVD19, SMLHC17, SB15, Soo10a, Soo17, SZ18, TCT+13, VAJCC17, VIn17, WS13b, XXZ15, YSS+10, jZhLY15, dSTL18, KK15]. scientometrician [The17c]. Scientometrics [Ano15, GS15, GGH+10, GGG+11, GGH+14, HRH10, KOG12, KG13, LLRG10, MS15b, OING12, PP11, SSAG16, SBM17, ZVC11, ZPC17, Aus13, Bor15a, BH17a, CP14, DBO+18, DF15, Fan15b, Glia15, GHT17, Har13a, KMP+11b, KP12a, LFZW15, MSDJ19, MM15b, RAS15, Smi12, Vin10a, Vin12a, Vin19, WQY12, XYW+17, YQW13, Yu15, ZG12a, ZZ16, vB13, BT19a, dCPF14, Glia18, OL11, Pra12a, CBF13, GP18b, RM18, RAS15, SOBM16, Sch14b, TG18b]. ScientoPy [RRRGVD19]. SCIgen [LL13a]. SCIImago [GNVqndMAG11]. Scope [KSB11, CJW10, CLLL10, DBO+18, KVC15, SDEB16]. scoping

Sixty-four [AER+14]. Size [LAS14, Aus14a, BVZV16, BT15, CC10a, De 13, DC15a, KB11a, LCZ17, LSR13, OMAMM1C15, PDAN19, RP17a, SY16a, SYDW19, Vin17, Wra10, vdBdK16]. size-independent [PDAN19]. sizeable [GP15]. sizes [Gus19, LABL13, RP17b]. SJR [GNVQdMAG11].


sleep [GR16]. Sleeping [DRCG17, HH17d, ON12, ZZX17, ZLF18, vR17, CL16, DW18, Fan18, Fan19, HH17b, HY19, LY12, Li14, LY16b, EG18, GR16, SSZL18, TVA17, vRW18]. sliding [HC14b]. slippery [Paj15].


Slovak [CFP14]. Slovenia [BBDS+14, KLM16]. Slovenian [KCLP17, KMFD12]. Slow [MHFB17].

sludge [ZLT+14]. Small [ZWH13, Fie15c, GS12, HW10, LGL10, UM14, ZGL14]. Small-world [ZWH13].

Smart [ISL18, Li19, xShLY+15]. SME [YKCK13]. SMEs [LKS+14]. smooth [CSC14]. smoothing [KFB18].


Söderlund [LSL15, MS16a]. soft [WYAY12]. Software [HPS19, RRRGV19, vEW10, CL16, Fer14, Gar15, GF17, GWA14, ICC16, KLCS14, MPM18, PYH16, VCC12, ZW17c, dSdSSB16]. soil [NA14, ZDZ+15].

solar [DXL+12, FLZ17, H1C3, JCC13, LZZ+13, LL13, MnaeR+15].
structured

[LLC17, MKYM17, RRBA10]. structures

[Ano17c, CR18, CFK16, DAYY18, FDVZ16, GRSFV14a, GGS17, KMFD12, KGG15, LG16, MCB15, Oze12b, SK18, SK12, XLZ18]. student

[HB18b, XA15]. students

[MS16a, MSP15]. Studies

[GS15, WS13b, DC15b, GTC16, Ham11, HSBW10, HNG19, KHR19, KKDB12, KN15, LJS16, LP18b, Li19, LPB14, LAdAMJ17, LSL15, MS16a, MS18a, MSDJ19, MPF18, MYN15, MS14, MP18, dBOMN19, PK14, RM10, RCETS19, RPN13, SM15, SM17, SZZL18, SG16, TVA17, yTN17, WL14, XA15, ZLG15, dSdSSB16]. Study

[IWA17, MLC14, Xie15, ZW14, AUS12, ANZ15, AW10, ACS18, AEFP16, ABMRVZ14, ATCCAAB19, AMFLH15, Ama18a, AP16, AGLNRR14, AJdMA10, AYS13, Asu19, BCML19, Ban18, BI14, BSH17, BSVK13, BPGdMA12, BR11, BSS15, BSK15, BKSS15, BPTG10, BD10b, BSM11, BND11, Bor18, BVP11, BvdB14, BN10, BL11b, BRS16, BJBJ16, CWJBT10, CCM11, CAM11, COS11a, Car16, Cha18b, CZV10, CVY11, hCyL12, Che12, CLO18, CKCK10, CD18, CY13, Ch14, CRFM12, CHL10, CYK11, CH12, CIK18, Coc18, CST11, Col18, CB19, CQB16, CIL16, CNC18, DD18, DGD19, DR18, DNL18, FG15, FL16, FPS14, FRF19, FEHC19, GRSFV12b, GF17, GLS16, GMJ17, GD11, GN17, GLi18, GRG12, GGL13, GdOdA13, GB17b, GW10b, GZ14a, GGB13, GLM11, Har13d, Har14b, HHK12, HHZ14]. study

[HH15a, Hen18, HL18, HG17, Ho13a, HLL14, HNG19, HD1S16, Hos11, HL17, HTL15, HCl15b, HFL14, HSLP14, HCU12, HW12, HSX15, hHC15, HC16c, HZL17, HZQ17, HYS18, HW10, ILB11, IBL13, IF13, IMHG12, IMH13, Jun12, KBA1K7, KZS19, KL1M16, KM15b, KM15c, KM15d, Kaz15, KY17, KJH12, KLC14, KGB11, KBL15, KWL45, KTT11, KJ14, KM18c, KKT18, L4a14, LL16, LM19, LKP11, LT10a, LQW17, Lin11, LHC16, LHZ12, LZh13, Lin13, LLP16, LABL13, LSE18, MPY13, ML16a, MM14a, MB19, MB13, MHFB17, MS11, MYN15, MHC14, MZE19, MCB15, MKP16, MM15b, NSKO15, NAS11, NJ10, NF19, Nii17, NBR11, NT17, OO12, APFR13, OMOR13b, Or11, Or15, PYW18, PSB17, PW13, PIB18, PHV17, PEP13, PB17b, PLG19, QDY14, RH1M17, RASP13, RMD10, RCD14, RFG19, RG18]. study

[SMLHCP17, SM16a, SPB18, SCGZSL13, SCGZ16, Sch13a, SJ10, SFR19, SL12b, SMY15, SW19b, SUT16, SH15c, SWCH14, TG18a, TURCR15, TCC17, TA15, TA18, TFJD14, Tod14, Tom18, TA17, Tsa15, yT15, UMDS12, Var11, VH15, VAJCC17, WXL12, WLDW12, WLR14, WL114, WLY14, WLD14, WPW14, WDS16, WFS16, WF18, WAT16, WY12, Wra14, XGY16, XYW17, XBD18, XDB19, YWL16, YIK10, YQX10,
[Ano11, ADR16b, AI17, APPF18, APLHF18, Ama16, BR12, BH16a, BH16b, BCJ+17, Che12, CC12a, CH15, ES16b, FKM+15, FT19, GRBS17, GMJ+17, HS16a, HFL14, JK19, Jar16, KGSS16, KPRT16, KPSL12, LBW17, LLW+16, MBP19, MAAHS10, Mou16, OROMAA16, OMOR13b, PC18, RVFedM10, RG12, RP17a, SH15a, SN10, WWH+17, Yoo15, ZK19, ZZL+10, ZLW16, ZQH+17, Zu10, HFW+14]. Systematic
[MF14, GWA14, HSPY15, PLBZ18, Rha17, SMCC18, ZL18a, dCdAMB19]. Systems
[Gl¨a18, LHC16, UMdBSV12, dSFSF15, ACD11, ADV11, ADD14b, ARM13, ASW18, Bue15, ÇAAÇ15, Cha18b, CST11, Doc11b, Doc12, DCY+17, FM11c, FM12, Fuk16, GL15, GWA14, HC15b, KRP19, Kha13a, Kha13b, KC15, KPR16, KTRP17, Kwi18, LL16, LRS+18, LYLD15, LTK+19, MT12b, MMSS11, NH11, OA10a, OCCSM11, PK14, PHS12, RP17a, SGG+14, SV19, TP11, ZLY14, ZZ14, ZRY+12, ZL17, RPK17, Doc11a].
teaching [DH13b, GMM16, WHLP16]. team [BT15, LPMK17, PRSB16, TCR10, XWL19, ZZW14, ZZW16]. teams [ADD17a, CÖT16a, MARM19, PRDG17]. Tech [ZPC17, So14].
TechMining [PC14, VGPdlC+17]. Technical
[AP14, MBP19, CNPG17, CNPG18, HCLC14, KMP+11b, SHS15, VG14]. technique [JH12, JH16, LW10]. techniques [ABM19, CN18, DAMC15, Lee10a, MVS10, NZL+19, RHMH17, YLSW16]. techno [ÅRS17, PLG19]. techno-scientific [ÅRS17, PLG19]. Technological
[CLLL10, HLLT14, LGR17, LZZ+13, RGdCMM17, SS16, WSH16, AAV13, BM13a, BM13b, BM11, CV15, CWL10, CSC12, CC12b, Com15, DQ11, EES13, FLZ17, GS12, HR15, HDC13, HCS+15, JK10b, KCK14, KS18, Kli16, LLC+17, Lee10b, LKS+14, LZ14, LAHH15, LRNRBB18, LCFC14, LP10, MYP19, PYK12, RR17, RBF+10, SPS14, SEN12, SÄV18, SD18, WLD+14, WY12, Won13, Wu14, YZW+17, YK11, YK12, YPK13, ZHG16, ZQH+17, ZZL+12, ZHZY19, wRW18]. Technologies [SJ10, AUS12, ÄRS17, BAI18, CS11b, CMM17, DDS+19a, EMS16, EMS+13, HLL14, HSPY15, JAAA18, KCK14, RNM18, SBSR19, WF17, YKCK13, ZyZZ+11, ZLDD19]. Technology
[Ano10, BM15, CK14, HH17e, JKC15, KHK13, LKS+14, LL19, LHG16a, MEG15, NASR11, SK14a, SL10, ACMP13, Ahr17, ATYL17, APPF18, APLHF18, Ano17d, Ano18c, APYS13, AYS+13, BFHS18, BKY+15, BGM17, BDE11, Bou14a, BPHL16, BRK+16, BSPL19, CGV12, CD16b, CWL10, CLH12, CYK+11, DSG+15, EMM18, Etz13a, FM12, FK17, FK18, gDTP12, GM12, HM18, HF19, Har14a, HTL15, HSWC13, HSX+15, HHA+16, HZQ+17, Hur17, JYW11, JC12, JBC19, KZSZ19, KKCG18, KW15, KGL+14, KL17, KGY+17, KS18, KPL19, KKK+14, KPY16, LLL12, Lee15, LS17a, LM13a, Ley15b, LYWSV13, Li15, LCZ17, Liu13, cSL10, LLW13, LLHN17, MP15, MTT15, Moh12, MRN14, NH14, OA10a, Ort11, PY14, PJY17, PLJ18, RG15, RRBA10, RS12, RG18, SI15b, SA16, tScL13, SL16, Suo14, TR14, US10, WL14, WLD+14, WPW+14, WH17, WZ19a]. technology
[WT15, WG10, WG12, WS13a, Won13, WF17, YSY+13, YLH+17, ZPG14, ZY14, ZZG14, ZZP+14a, ZY17, ZG12b, ZG13b, ZZP+14b, ZZW+19b, dPSS18, KK15, vDPR18, ACF+17, Mad15, LM19, Tom18]. technology-class
[KIES16, KH17, LT16, LSS15, LSS16, RM18, SVS18, WJCC19, ZZPG14, ZCMVQS11, vEWN10, HWQ+18]. term-document [KIES16]. terminology [GG15a]. Terms
[GWBSVWB13, BS15a, GK19, Ley13b, LZ14, Li18, QA19, RS12, XGY+16]. Territorial [DdlPPL+19]. territories [XTZ15]. territory [FP18, LJJ+16]. terrorism [Mag14a]. test [Har13d, LLCL11, Wal15]. Testing [HM18, LB12, Bor18, GL18, HL18, PLT14, SC13]. tests [Sch15a, SGN15, Whi10, Wu18]. text
[BWhH+18, Cab14, CB19, GRBBS17, HIT+18, HT18, JN15, Jam17, JS15, LAL15, MXZ18, MVS10, McC14, Moh12, PYK13, PC18, RHMH17, RNF19, SH19, SK13, SH18, TA18, UBTS16, WRM17, kWhr18, WLZ+19, WA18a, YLL15a, YLH18, ZLG+15, ZHZY19, PT17]. textbooks [Kor18]. textual [LAL15, Moe10, MG12]. their
[AAH10, AD11, ADS17a, ADS17b, ALH15, Aus13, BPGD1MA2, BPVM11, BL11b, Cam18, CGK+14, Cot15, CL1O18, DCS12, DX17, Fan15a, FMS17, FK17, FK21, GL12, GW10b, GG17, HJ18, HC14a, Har17, HR15, KG16, KGE+16, LVR+15, LW16, LYWSV13, LdMAM11, MSYW12, MG12, MCB15, NA18, OM14, Ort11, PRA16a, PML14, RP17, RCCM14, SBB16, SYDW19, Sot10, TVA17, Tri10, VSS12, VBG+17, VEl12, WHC+13, WLY14, WLC17, WS10, YST12, YP19, YCPS17, ZHG16, ZCL15, ZW18a, ZDLX14]. Thelwall [KL16]. them [Gus19, Koz15, MCL13, VH17]. thematic
[Ano17c, GGS17, OGOPPR17, OA10b, OA10c, RFGBMA13, SK18, UBTS16,

Theory [Egg13c, SPB18, BBL17b, BSPL19, Hei13, KD18, Pra17a, dACfDC18]. Theoretical [Egg13c, SPB18, BBL17b, BSPL19, Hei13, KD18, Pra17a, dACfDC18]. Theories [KLLP16, TAG18, Sch15a, TG16, Wu18].


Three [FE16a, FE16b, KdBBK15, WC18, Bai18, Bor15a, EO14, EM1+10, FPS14, Pra14c, FZZ+12a, FZZ+12b, HCS+15, HC16c, Li15, LP18b, Pra14c, Pra17c, Sch12a, Sch10b, TA17, yT11, Wal15, WOW10, YWC12, YW17, ZYN18, ZG11]. three-dimension [Li15].

Three-dimensional [KdBBK15, LP18b, Pra14c, Pra17c, Sch12a]. three-journal [Bai18]. threshold [CSC13, GRSFV11, LHLH19, SS10c]. throughout [LJY+16]. ties [CMUdF15, KA17]. till [BMM14]. Time [Bas11, BOS14, CU16, FCTV12, Fin11, ILBG14, MD18, AHU11, ADD11c, ASPF+16, Cam10, CGPT15, Cle16, Egg10c, FSLR10, HCl5a, HCDT16, Har16a, Har16c, HB18a, IMSK14, Jar16, JPT13, MFF+16, RCJ18, SC10, Tod14, Wan13, WF1+16, ZF1+17, ZNB+17]. Time-aware [CU16].


tolerance [MSF+15]. Tommaso [Pra17a]. Too [BSFW10, OsS15, KB12]. tool [ADS12, Cam17, CFL12, CL16, FCCMTRVR18, GRSFV17b, JK1L14, PB12, RRRGVD19, SYL17, WS11, ZZPG14, BHL+10]. toolbox [PC18].

toolkit [TT13]. tools [MCA+12]. Top [KB11b, KB12, KHK13, LPMK17, ADS16, ADS17a, ADS17b, ADD19a, ADD19b, ACR17, uHBK19, CMVP16, FH13, GRSFV12a, GKS18, Ho13b, Keg15, KHA17, Kost18a, Kost18b, Kw18, LL16, Ley12, LSM+15, LSE+18, MCL13, SM16b, SLI+17, SUP15, SK11, TBB+16, WW15, WWP14]. top-10 [Ley12]. top-25 [Ley12]. top-cited [Ho13b]. top-level [Keg15].

Topic
[ADD+15, BGG+17, MLOY18, MCLL17, Yan14, Boy17a, CGKB18, Cam12, DFS15, DXL+18, FMP17b, HFL14, Kli16, LKSK15, Li18, LXL13, MHKB16, Nic14, QZZD18, Sch14c, SHK14, SYLC17, yTmShL16, VBG+17, VYL17, WLD+14, XCS+16, YPNS14, ZMW+18, ZLLD19]. Topic-based [ADD+15, Yan14].

topic-dependent [ZMW+18].

topic-level [LXDL13, Yan14].

topical [BL15, Cab11, CGC18, MP15, ZMW+18].

Topics [PN15, BHPVdPMR18, CYH13, GT11, GT12, GT17, HGH17a, HQY+18, KWS17, LM19, Lam12, MCLL17, OHT10, PPI17, RBF+10, RRRGVD19, The17b, TH13, WCL14, WLD+14, XGY16, YDJ12].

topological [AjdFC15, Ama15, KM17a].

topological-collaborative [AjdFC15].

topology [KJS14].

Toronto [OCJB15].

total [Egg10d, Rou12b].

Totalized [Pra18e].

Tourism [FRdA16, jZhLY15, ZTC15].

tourism-themed [jZhLY15].

tower [HAL11].

TR [AC¸A+14].

trace [HCS+15, HZQ+17, ZZP+14b].

Tracing [´ARS17, JDH12, JH16, MB14, WWX13, WA18a, ZZY19].

track [Ama18a].

Tracking [CMM17, HFC11, MAA18, SKY17, TK10, WFG16, YCPS17, MH14, SD18].

trade [tScL13, WK15, Yu16].

trade-related [tScL13].

trademark [Hei19].

trading [ZY15].

traffic [Jun12].

tragedy [dM10].

trainee [OO12].

training [KK18, SK17].

traits [CC10b, RRL16].

trajectories [AAV13, HY19, KPY16, Ley13b, Won13].

transatlantic [BCHH17].

Transfer [LM13b, Ama18b, BFGVV+18, Etz13a, GN17, HL13, KMI2, LM13a, Ort11, PLJ18, TR14, WZLZ13, WA18a].

transferral [Hos11].

transferred [WPCG13].

transfers [CMM17, ZLL+15].

transformation [CW17].

transience [CHM15].

transistor [HWLL14].

Transition [HLE10, Par14c, CSC14, Fan19, IMSK14, JK19, MB10a, PN15, SFNO12].

transitional [CP14, Sko14].

transitory [FK17, FK18].

transitions [KKS16].

translation [DC15b].

translational [MLY+14, RRLNAG15, VNA16].

transliteration [FGP13].

transmission [ZS17].

Transnational [FS10, GS12].

transparency [SMLHCP17].

transparent [GGP14, dSM17].

transport [BSS15, LG16, NRAW17].

transportation [dSSB16].

Travel [CRBRG+18].

treatment [DSG+15, YYS+10].

Tree [MSP+15].

trees [GVGSEPRC15, WBH+12].

trench [MM18, MM19].

Trend [BSC+17, LNK+14a, LNK+14b, SHS15, UHAR12, AP14, CH12, EMS16, FAI+18, HW12, Kra16, LH14, LW+11, NPT+15, dANR15, RRRGVD19, SP14, SZAS16, SB14, VSVR15, WH16, YHC+15, YJ11, YLH+17, ZLG+15, Zha14].

Trends [Fra14, GVGSEPRC15, LLYC14, MAA18, OHT10, TCH+15, WH12, AEF16, AATBPA15a, ABV+14, AW11, AS18b, BKY+15, BMP+14, BRS+16, CHWL12, CZW13, Cav16, CWL10, CLLH15, CYK+11, CAS16, DVB14, DVMS17, DC15b, DJWS11, Fer14, GFC18, GB16, Han11, HSL+14, HYC18,
KSSB13, Kar12, KC15, KvES11, LQW17, LFLG14, LF14a, LLW+16, LCLX16, LL12, MLy+14, MR10, MH15, NHy+14, OGRMOP19, PLW+15, Pri15, Rg15, RBBG18, SK18, SZD16, Soo10a, Soo19, SVS18, SB19, TYWZ12, TZ15, TW16, Tsa11, Tsa15, Veu10, WXW13, Xie15, YCl+13a, YLY+14, YWGI14, YK11, YPK13, ZH10, ZG17a, ZWW+15, ZWW+16, ZLN+13, ZDZ+15.

Triadic [Mes11, TB19, WBX+17].

triangular [GHT16].

trials [KCT+17].

trials [AAB+13, TK16].

triangular [GHT16].

tribute [GZ18, LWB18a].

TRIF [PG12].

trilateral [Wad16, Wad17, Wad18].

Triple [Chu14, CP14, IL4b, KZSZ19, KP12a, KP12b, KJH+12, KPSL12, LPL14, MGMW14, Par14b, Par14c, Sko14, ZSP+14a, HMK+12, KCP12, Par14a, PM18, SLK12, Yoo15].

Triple-Helix [LPL14, SLK12].

TRIZ [ZZPG14, ZZP+14a].

Tropical [VSS12, GVGSEPRC15, STCRPA18].

troubles [Hen19].

true [Har16b].

Trump [AM18].

trust [ACT18].

trustworthiness [WAT16].

truth [Mue18].

Tsallis [AdADAM10].

Tucker [LGD11].

Tucker-2 [LGD11].

tumor [EG18].

Tuple [Par14c].

Turing [Fie15b].

Turkey
[SSAG16, CA18, DBO+18, DT16, KKCg18, Kj14, OMA15].

Turkish [AC13, Har19b, KGy+17, LPL16, LTk+19, AAh10, APPS15, Bcml19, BSb12, BND11, BG18, Cam11, Cd14, DSH+10, EC16, Fkrs14, Hc16a, Hshl19, Jvgh10, Klp17, Ky17, Kj14, LKs+14, Lcs+16, LyqQ12, Li19, Ls19a, Lr14, Moe16a, Nj10, Pfl19, PrRc16, Ppe14, Pra18a, Sgg+14, Sch15a, Sch14a, Sch17b, Sch10b, Sydw19, cTnhW17, WDP11, Wtu18, dOM16].

two-dimensional [LyqQ12, Li19, Nj10].

two-exponent [cTnhW17].

Two-phase [KGy+17].

two-stage [BND11, LKs+14, WDP11].

two-step [EC16].

two-year [Cam11].

Type
[Abb13, Asu19, Bbh18, Bpvm11, Ccm+11, Cv15, Don17, Egg11c, Egg14b, Glai12, Jn11, LzgQ13, Mr13, Rou12a, Sms18, Sch12b, Ywl16, Yu17].

Types
[Vg17, Xha+19, Gd11, Hp10, Kbt14, Kww15, Mk18, Pum10, Rp17b, Soo17, Sh18, TsrgCjc14].

typical [SVs18, Wyy11].

typically [Ac13].

typology [Sk11].

U.S. [Acorc10, Ab17, uHBK19, BRs+16, CSC13, ClO18, Ckck10, Han11, Ksb11, Omr14, Pss+17, Rrl16, Schi4].

Uasb [Zlt+14].

ubiquitous [Zw11].

UGr [Rgtslch14].

UK
[Cos11b, Fan13a, Hl17, HlsW18, Hud16, MBt16, Mtt15, Zy13].

Ullmann [Tom18].

ultimate [Oos15].

un-cited [Zg17c].

unavailable [Mou15a].

Unbalanced [Zhg16, Hdc13].

unbiased [Md12].

uncertain

X [Sch15c, Saf13]. X-centage [Sch15c].

Year [BT18c, Egg14b, MR13, MHTB17, BHL18, Cam11, CH15, DMB17, HA17a, Hou17, KKT+18, LGH+14, ML18, MB14, MDDG17, PKR15, PFL19, TBW+12, vdBBdK16, BT18b]. Year-based [Egg14b, MR13]. yearly [Fan18]. Years [WB15, AER+14, AAG14, AP16, Bar11, CAS16, CG18b, DWGL16, EBR16, HLC18, JDG14, KGB+18, MGT14, OHT10, PHBN+15, RBBG18, SMF18, Sni16, SRP13, The18c, Tod14, VACCAJ18, WLC17, WOW13, WS13b, YWG14, ZLG+15, dCdSNB15]. Yes [MRLW15, Moulb15]. Yesterday [GN17]. young [CSS+16, HL15, KY16, Kos15, QZL+17]. younger [vRW18]. Yugoslavia [IJF16]. Yugoslav [IJF16, JIR10].
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